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INVESTIGATION OF SPACE SHUTTLE LAUNCH VEHICLE
EXTERNAL TANK NOSE CONFIGURATION EFFECTS (MODEL 67-OTS)
IN THE ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL 7- BY 7-FOOT
TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL (IA69)
By Robert Mennell & Robert Rogge*
ABSTRACT
Experimental aerodynamic investigations were conducted on an 0.015-
scalerepresentation of the Space Shuttle Launch Configuration in the Rockwell
International Trisonic Wind Tunnel during the time period of January 11 to
14, 1974. The NASA designation for this test period was IA69.
The primary test objectives were to investigate shock wave formation
and record the aerodynamic stability and control effects generated by a
new external tank nose configuration (MCR 467) at a Mach number of 1.2.
Schlieren photographs were taken at angles of attack of -4o, 00, and 40,
= 00 with force and pressure data recorded over the alpha range of -40<
< 40 at = ±40.
The launch configuration model, consisting of the VL70-000140A/B Orbiter,
the VL78-000041B ET, and the VL77-000036A SRBs, was sting mounted on a 2.5-
inch Task type internal balance entering through the ET base region. Wing,
body, and base pressure lines for all orifices were routed internally through
the model to the sting support system. Parametric variation consisted
only of altering the ET nose configuration.
* Rockwell International Space Division
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Ab attitude control propulsion system base area, ft2
ACPS (total for right + left)
AbET external tank total base area, ft2
ET
2AbOMS orbital maneuvering system base area, ft
AbORB Orbiter total base area, ft2
Ab SRB shroud base area (minus projected nozzle base
area, total for right + left), ft
AbSRBN SRB nozzle base area, ft2 (total for right + left)
ACET external tank cavity area, ft2
ET
ACORB Orbiter cavity area, ft2
CABAL balance chord force coefficient, uncorrected
CA chord force coefficient-correction due to ACPS
bACPS base pressures.(Corrected to Po using Ab
SACPS
CA  chord force coefficient correction due to ET base
bET pressure. (Corrected to Po using AbET
CA chord force coefficient correction due to OMS base
bOMS pressure. (Corrected to Po using Ab )OMS
CA  chord force coefficient correction due to Orbiter
bORB  base pressure. (Corrected to P0 using Ab0RB
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NOMENCLATURE (Continued)
CA chord force coefficient correction due to SRB
bSR B  shroud base pressure. (Corrected to P0 using ASRB
SRB
C A  chord force coefficient correction due to SRB nozzle
bSRBN base pressure. (Corrected to Po using Ab )SRBN
CA chord force coefficient correction due to ET cavity
ET pressure. (Corrected to PB using ACET)
CA CACORD chord force coefficient correction due to Orbiter
CORB cavity pressure. (Corrected to PB using AC RB)
CA CAF launch vehicle forebody chord force coefficient.F (Corrected to P o )
CAT CA launch vehicle total chord force coefficient.
(Corrected to PB)
C1  CBL launch vehicle rolling-moment coefficient
CD CD launch vehicle total chord force coefficient.
(Corrected to PB)
CD CDF launch vehicle forebody drag coefficient. (Corrected
F to P )
CL  CL launch vehicle total lift coefficient. (Corrected
to PB)
CL launch vehicle forebody lift coefficient. (CorrectedF to Po)




Cm launch vehicle forebody pitching-moment coefficient.
F (Corrected to P )
CN CN launch vehicle normal-force coefficient
Cp CP(I) launch vehicle pressure coefficient at station i1
Cy CY launch vehicle sideforce coefficient
Cn CYN launch vehicle yawing-moment coefficient
i incidence angle of Orbiter reference plane with
respect to ET reference plane, deg.
IREF LREF reference length, in
M MACH tunnel freestream Mach number
MRP(XT,YT,ZT) moment reference point in ET coordinate system
PB orbiter base pressure
Pi model absolute pressure, psfa
Po PO tunnel freestream static pressure, psfa
PT PT tunnel freestream total pressure, psfa
q Q(PSF) tunnel freestream dynamic pressure, psf
RN RN/L tunnel Reynolds number, millions per foot
SREF SREF reference area, ft2
To  TO tunnel freestream static temperature, OR
TT  TT tunnel freestream total temperature, OR
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NOMENCLATURE (Continued)
WF. model pressure weighting factor, (either 0 or 1)
1
XCP XCP launch vehicle center of pressure location
X orbiter longitudinal station, in.
XT ET longitudinal station, in.
Y orbiter spanwise station, in.
YT ET spanwise station, in.
ALPHA launch vehicle angle of attack, deg
BETA launch vehicle angle of sideslip, deg
6a AILRON aileron deflection (6eL - 6eR)/2, deg
6BF BDFLAP body flap deflection, deg.
6e  ELEVON elevon deflection (6e + 6 eR)/2, deg
6R  RUDDER rudder deflection, deg
sSB SPDBRK speed brake deflection angle, deg
ALE wing leading edge sweep angle, deg
PHI radial location of orbiter nose static pressure
tap location, deg
a aileron










MPS main propulsion system
OMS orbiter maneuvering system
r rudder
R right
SRB solid rocket booster
SRBN solid rocket booster nozzle
b BREF reference span; m, ft, in
X/L longitudinal location on orbiter fuselage
2Y/B spanwise location on orbiter wing surface
X/C chordwise location on orbiter wing surface
L/Df L/DF lift to forebody drag ratio
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CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED
The model used for this test period was an 0.015-scale representation
of the Rockwell International Space Shuttle Launch Vehicle consisting of
Orbiter, external oxygen-hydrogen tank (ET), and solid rocket boosters
(SRB). The VL70-000140A/B Orbiter model was of the blended wing body de-
sign utilizing a double delta wing (750/450ALE), full span elevons (un-
swept hingeline), a centerline vertical tail with rudder and/or speedbrake
deflection capability, and an orbital maneuvering system (OMS) mounted on
the aft fuselage. The ET, per VL78-000041B, and the SRB's, per VL77-000036A,
were designed to incorporate all full scale attach structures, protuberances,
fairings, fuel feed and vent lines, etc. The alternate ET nose tested was
per model dwg. SS-AO1167.
The Orbiter model was constructed primarily of cast aluminum while
both the ET and SRB's were of machined aluminum. The ET was designed to
accept a sting-mounted 2.5-inch diameter Task type balance for use in force
measurement. Orifices were located in the Orbiter, ET, and SRB base regions
for use in recording base pressure levels per figures 2h and 2i. Additional
pressure orifices were located in the Orbiter per figures 2j and 2k.
The following letter designations were used to describe the various
launch vehicle configurations:
Symbol Definition
AT9  Attach structure-rear SRB/ET per Rockwell lines VL72-000106,
model dwg. SS-AO1168
AT12  Attach structure-left rear ORB/ET per Rockwell lines VL78-000050,
model dwg. SS-AO1167
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AT13  Attach structure-right rear ORB/ET per Rockwell lines
VL78-000050, model dwg. SS-AO1167
AT14  Attach structure-front SRB/ET per Rockwell lines VL77-000051A,
model dwg SSA-01168
AT15  Attach structure-front ORB/ET, location per Rockwell lines
VL72-000088D, model dwg. SS-AO1167
B26  Orbiter fuselage per Rockwell lines VL70-000140A/B, model
dwg. SS-AOO0147
C9  Orbiter canopy per Rockwell lines VL70-000140A/B, VL70-000143A,
model dwg. SS-AO00147
E26  Orbiter full span, unswept hingeline elevons per Rockwell
lines VL70-000200, model dwg. SS-A00148
F7  Orbiter body flap per Rockwell lines VL70-000145, model dwg.
SS-AO0147
FL1  ET/ORB. LOX feed line per Rockwell lines VL78-00050, model
dwg. SS-A01167
FL2  ET/ORB. LH 2feed line per Rockwell lines VL78-000050, model
dwg. SS-AO1167
M7  Orbiter OMS/RCS pods per Rockwell lines VL70-000145, model
dwg. SS-AOO147
N28  Orbiter OMS engine nozzles per Rockwell lines VL70-000140A,
model dwg. SS-AOO0147
N41  SRB engine nozzles per Rockwell lines VL77-000036A
PS1  SRB electrical tunnel fairing per model dwg. SS-AO1168
PS2  SRB attach ring per Rockwell lines VL77-000036A, model dwg.
SS-AO1168
PS3  SRB separation rocket fairing per Rockwell lines VL77-000036A,
model dwg. SS-AO1168
PT1  ET, ,LOX vent line fairing per Rockwell lines VL78-000031A,
moal dwg. SS-A01167
PT2  ET LOX feed line per Rockwell lines VL78-000031A, model dwg.
SS-AO1167
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PT3  ET LH, feed line per Rockwell lines VL78-000031A, model dwg.
SS-A0t167
PT8  ET19 LOX vent line per model dwg. SS-AO1167
R5  Orbiter rudder per Rockwell lines VL70-000146A, model dwg.
SS-A00148
S12 SRB per Rockwell lines VL77-000036A, model dwg. SS-AQ1167
T12 ET per Rockwell lines VL78-000041A, model dwg. SS-A01167
nose @ sta. 309.00
T19 ET per model dwg. SS-A01167. Nose @ sta. 324.27
V8  Orbiter centerline vertical tail per Rockwell lines VL70-00046A,
model dwg. SS-A00148
W11 6  Orbiter double delta wing per Rockwell lines VL70-000200, model
dwg. SS-A00148
In order to facilitate the writing of various launch configuration
nomenclature, the following abbreviations were used:
Symbol Definition
01 Orbiter B26 C9 M7 N28 F7 W116 E26 V8 R5
T1  External Tank T12
T4  External Tank T19
S1 Solid Rocket Booster S12 N41
P2 Fairings PS1, PS2 , and PS3
P6 Components PT1, PT2, PT3, AT9, AT12, AT13' AT14, AT15, FL1, FL2
P7  Components PT2, PT3, PT8, AT9, AT12, AT13, AT14, AT15, FL1, FL2
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TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION
The Rockwell International Trisonic Wind Tunnel is an intermittent
blow down facility with a 7- by 7-foot tandem test section capable of test-
ing force, inlet, pressure, and flutter models at Mach numbers from 0.1
to 3.5.
Two synchronous motor driven centrifugal compressors, operating in
series, supply dry air at a rate of 401b/sec. to eight storage spheres
having a total volume of 214,000 ft3. The air is dried to a moisture con-
tent of 0.0001 lb. or less of water per lb. of dry air (approx. -350F
dew point) and stored at a pressure of ten atmospheres. Flow.from the air
storage spheres is regulated by a servo controlled value. The eight-foot
diameter valve opens within two seconds to control and stabilize the settling
chamber at a preselected pressure.
Downstream of the settling chamber is a fixed nozzle which provides
a transition from the circular cross-section of the settling chamber to
the rectangular cross-section of the variable nozzle. Two seven-foot wide
steel plates, supported between parallel walls by hydraulic jacks, form
the floor and ceiling of the flexible nozzle section. Changes in nozzle
contour to produce variations in Mach number are accomplished by means of
these jacks and require 30 to 50 minutes to complete.
The two test sections for supersonic, transonic, and subsonic testing
are 7- by 7-feet and are permanently installed in a tandem arrangment. The
standard supersonic test section (for testing at Mach numbers greater than
1.3) is in the downstream end of the flexible nozzle. The test section
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for subsonic and transonic operation is located in the downstream end of
the porous wall area. An access door to the test section is located in
the variable diffuser.
The variable diffuser downstream of the porous wall area may be ad-
justed to provide subsonic Mach number control, to generate transonic Mach
numbers, and to minimize start time for supersonic testing with models
having high tunnel blockage.
An equivalent 50 conical expansion angle is provided in a fixed dif-
fuser which completes the basic tunnel circuit. Downstream of the diffuser




The aerodynamic force and moment data presented were measured by the
Task Corporation 2.5-inch diameter MK XB internal strain gage balance. The
data have been corrected for orbiter, external tank, and solid rocket booster
base pressure drag, sting and balance deflections, and model weight tare.
The corrections to the axial force were accomplished in the following
manner.
CAT =CA + CA + CA
CORB CET
where CA = -C*A + C*A
CORB ACORB AbORB
CA = - C*A + C*ACET ACET AbET
AC
and C* = -C ( OR )WF
ACR B  8 SREF WF8
Ab
C* = Cp ( -RB) WF1AbORB  1  REF
C* = - C ET WF
AbET P 5 REF WF5
where
P. - P
C i o 0, where i is manifold pressure.
Pi  q
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CAF  =CAota - CA - CA  C - CARB
oRB  OMS bACPS bSRB
- CA - CA bET
Ab
where CA = ( ORB )
bORB 1 REF
Ab
CA C ( OMS) WF3bOMS 3 REF
Ab
CA =-Cp APS WF3bACPS 3 REF
Ab
CA = ( SRB ) WF6bSRB 6 SREF 6
Ab
C SRBhWFCAb - 7 - Cp7 (SRBWF 7
SRBN
Ab
CA = _ ( AF 5
CAbET = Cp5 R WEF 5
The following reference dimensions were used for reducing all aero-
dynamic data to coefficient form:
Symbol Definition Value
2 Full Scale Model Value
AbACPS  ACPS base area, ft 37.778 0.0085
AbET  ET base area, ft2  572.555 0.1288
AboMS OMS base area, ft2  52.000 0.0117
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AbORB Orbiter base area, ft2  337.778 0.0760
AbSRB SRB base area, ft2  184.332 0.0415
AbSRBN SRB nozzle base area, ft2  217.792 0.0490
ACET ET balance cavity area, ft2  0.0451
ACORB Orbiter balance cavity area, ft2  0.0340
LREF = BREF Orbiter body length, in. 1290.300 19.3550
MRP Launch configuration C.G., in. XT 979.000 14.6850
YT 0.0 0.0
ZT 400.000 6.0000
SREF Orbiter wing area, ft2  2690.000 0.6053
WFi Pressure weighting factor 0 or 1
The following table describes the manifold system used to record and
tabulate the 19 base pressure taps shown in figure 2(i).
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT BASE PRESSURE
MANIFOLD NUMBER TAP NUMBERS LOCATION
1 1,2,3,4 Orbiter base
2 Spare
3 5 OMS base
6 ACPS base
4 - Spare
5 7,8,9,10,11 ET base
6 13,14 SRB base
7 15 SRBN base
8 16,17 Orbiter cavity
9 18,19 ET cavity
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TABLE I.
TEST : IA69 TWT 280 DATE : 1/21/74
TEST CONDITIONS
REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE(per unit length) (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit)
1.08 7.4 x 106 /ft. 8.6 450 to 700
1.22 7.2 x 106/ft. 9.2 450 to 700
BALANCE UTILIZED: Task 2.5-inch Mk X B
CAPACITY: ACCURACY: COEFFICIENTCAPACITY ACCURACY TOLERANCE:
NF* 5500 lbs +0.25%
SF* 2750 lbs +0.25%
AF 1250 lbs -0.25%
PM
RM





TEST: 7A9&~9 TL T 260 DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY DATE: //2//74
DATA SET SCHD. PARAMETERS/VALUES NO MACH NUMBERS
IDENTIFIER CONFIGURATION 'a O OFIDENTIFIER .~ 
~UNS / /
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E ICETS IDAR 1) - H (2)
NOTE: The in th d I I
0 P -re-U6r-4
N OTI I "X t ' in the data Il "r - i ' bip .IU1i. c
______ __ ___ _ 1*e __ , _ __" " "
TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA
MODEL COMPONENT: Attach Structure AT9
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Aft SRB/ET attach structure (3 member structure)
Modtl Scale: 0.015
DRAWING NO: VL72-000106
DIMENSIONS: MEMBER FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
#1 XB 1515 22.725
YB + 56 + .840
ZB 50 .750
XT 2058 30.870
YT + 158 2.370
ZT 450 6.75
#2 XB 1515 22.725





#3 XB 1515 22.725
YB + 56 + .840
ZB -- 50 - .750
XT 2058 30.870
YT + 158 + 2.370
ZT 350 5.250
Diameter of Members: TBD
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TABLE III. - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: Attach Structure AT_.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Left rear orbiter/ET attach structure (2 member structure)
Model Scale: 0.015
DRAWING NO. VL78-000050
DIMENSION: MEMBER FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
#1 Xo  1303 19.545
Yo -9 _ -1. 4O











ZT  510 7.650
Diameter of Members: TBD
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TABLE III. - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: Attach Structure AT
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Right rear orbiter/ET attach structure (3 member structure)
Model Scale: 0.015
MODEL NO. VL78-000050
DIMENSION: MEMBER FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE







#2 Xo  1317 19.755




ZT  510 7.650







Diameter of Members: TBD
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TABLE III. - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: Attach Structure AT_,4
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Forward SRB/ET attach structure
Model Scale: 0.015
DRAWING NO: VL77-000051A
DIMENSION: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
XB 404 6.060
YB + 177 2.655
ZB 0 0
XT 947 , 14.205
YT + 167 2.505
ZT 400 6.000
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TABLE III. - Continued.
Model Component: Attach Structure AT15
General Description: Forward attach structure between
orbiter and external tank. Modified to
accept Rockwell International Trisonic
Wind Tunnel Starting Loads.
model scale: .015





Diameter, in. 33.33 0.500
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TABLE III. - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY -(B 2 6 )
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Orbiter Fuselage Configuration 140 A/B
NOTE: BqA identical to B24 except underside of fuselage refaired to
accept W116 .
Model Scale = 0.061
VL70-000193
DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-000140A
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length (Body Fwd Sta X0 = 235) - in. 1290.3 19.355
Max. Width (at Xo = 1520) - in. 262.0 3.93
Max. Depth (at Xo = 1464) - in. 250.0 3.75
Fineness Ratio 0 26357
Area - ft2





TABLE III. - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT : Canopy (C9 )
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 140 A/B Orbiter Fuselage
Model Scale = 0.015 Model Drawing No. SS-AO0147
VL70-000140A
DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-000143A
DIMENSIONS : FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length (Xo=434.643 to 670) n. 235.357 3.530
Max Width (@ Xo=513.127) )) 152.412 2.286








TABLE IIJ. - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: EIa TO - (E2 6 )
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 140 A/B Orbiter Elevon
NOTE: VL70-000200 data for (1) of (2) sides. Identical to E25 except
airfoil thickness
Yodel Scv.le = 0.015 Model Drawings No. SS-A00148
VL70-00200
DRAWIING NUMBER: VL70-000140 B
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
Area 223.5814 0.0503
Span (equivalent) i1. 368.34 5.525
Inb'd equivalent chord, i, 119.623 1.794
Outb'd equivalent chordrin, 55.1922. 0.828
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord 0.2096 0.2096
At Outb'd equiv. chord 0.4004 0.4004
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
.Leading Edge 0.00 ;0.00
. Tailing Edge '- -10.056 -10.056
Hingeline 0.00 0.00
Area Moment (Normal to hinge line).f- 3  851.1502 0.00287
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TABLE III. - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: Body Flap -(F7 )
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configurationl40 A/B Orbiter Body Flap
NOTE: Body flap has variable centerline deflect.ion of +13.75" and
-14.25' from null position. Hinge line located at Xo =1528.3,
Zo = 284.3 Model Drawing No. SS-A00147
1Model Scal = 0.015
DRAWING NUMBER VL70-000140A, VJ,70-000].45
DIMENSION: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALF
Length(Xo=-1520 to X,=1613) - IN. 93.000 1.395
MaK Width - IN. 262.000 3.930








TABLE III. - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT Feed line FL
DESCRIPTION: LOX feed line between ET and orbiter
MODEL SCALE: 0.015
DRAWING NO: VL78-000050
FULL SCALE MODEL SCALEDfDIENSIONS:





Diameter in. 18.5 .278
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TABLE III, - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: Feed line FL2




FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE









TABLE III. - Continued.
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA
MODEL COMPONENT: OMS Pod (M7)
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 140 A/B Orbiter OMS-Pod
Model Scale = 0.015 Model Drawing No. 55-A00147
VL70-000140A
DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-000145
DIMENSIONS : FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length(OMS Fwd Sta Xo=1233.0) -IN. 327.000 4.905
Max Width (@ xo=1450.0) - IN. 94.5 1.418








TABLE III. - Continued.
MODEL COMPONE T: NOZZLES -(N 28)
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 140 A/B Orbiter OMS Nozzle
MODEL SCALE = 0.015 Model Drawing No. SS-AOO017
DRAWING NO. VL70-000140A
DIMENSIO1S FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Mach No.
Length ~ in.
Gimbal Point to Exit Plane








Gimbal Point (station)- in.
X 1518.00 22.77
y + 88.0 1.32
Z 492.0 7.38
Null Positi on -deg.
Pitch 150 49' 150 49,
Yaw 120 17' 120 17'
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TABLE III. - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: NOZZLES - N4
GENERAL DESCRIFTION: Configuration 4 BSRM Nozzles
MODEL SCALE = 0.015
VL72-OOOO88E
DRAWING NO. VL77-000036A
DIMENSIONS FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Mach No.
Length - in.
Gimbal. Point to Exit Plane 141.3 
__ .






Exit 108.89 95 o.0245
Throat




Null Position - deg.
Pitch 00 00
Yaw 00 00
FS of Nozzle Exit Plane (XT) IN. 33 2484 37.260
TABLE III. - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: SRB Protuberance PS
DESCRIPTION: Electrical tunnel fairing on top of each SRB
MODEL SCALE: 0.015
DRAWING NO: None
DIMENSION: (Data for 1 of 2)
FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Leading edge at XB 467 7.001
C of tunnel YB 0 0
Trailing edge at XB  1820 27.30
Ieightj)r, 3 .045
Width, M 6 .090
LE, deg. 72 72
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TABLE III. - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: SRB Protuberance PS2
DESCRIPTION: SRB/ET attach ring
MODEL SCALE: 0.015
DRAWING NO.: VL77-000036A
DIMENSIONS: (Data for 1 of 2)
FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
C at XB 1515 22.725
Width, )n. 10 
.15
ieighth) . 10 .15
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TABLE III. - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: SRB Protuberance PS3
DESCRIPTION: Separation rocket fairing on each SRB nozzle shroud located
300 inboard from top centerline.
MODEL SCALE: 0.015
DRAWING NO.: VL77-OO00O6A
DIMENSIONS: (Data for 1 of 2)
FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Leading edge at XB 1796 26.940
Trailing edge at XB 1889 28.335
Radial location is 300 inboard from top centerline.
36
TABLE III. - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: ET Protuberance PT,
DESCRIPTION: LOX Vent Line Fairing on Tank T12 Nose
MODEL SCALE: .015
DRAWING NO. VL78-000031A
FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
DIMENSIONS: Leading edge at XT 321 .815
YT 0 0
Trailing edge at XT 947 14.205
YT -70 1.053
37
TABLE III. - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: ET Protuberance PT9




FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
DIMENSIONS Leading edge at XT 947 14.205
YT -70 -1.053
Trailing edge at XT 1330 19.950
YT -70 -1.053
Bracket spacing from XT = 997 )n, 50 .85
38
TABLE III. - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: ET Protuberance PT3




FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
DIMENSIONS: Leading edge at XT 947 14.205
YT 70 1.053
Trailing edge at XT 1330 19.950
YT _ 70 1.053
Bracket spacing from X = 997) t. 50 .85
39
TABLE III. - Continued.
Model Component: ET Protuberance PT8
General Description: LOX Vent Line Fairing on Tank T19 Nose.
Model Scale: .015
Full Scale Model Scale
Leading Edge @ XT 364.0 5.460
YT 11.67 0.175
Trailing Edge @ XT  947.00 14.205
YT - 70.00 1.053
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TABLE III. - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: RUDDER - R5
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 140 A/B Orbiter ,dder._
Model Scale = 0.015 Model Drawing No. SS-400148
DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-000095, VL70-000146A
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
Area - FT2  106.38 0.0239
Span (equivalent) - IN. 201.0 3.015
Inb'd equivalent chord l. . 91.585 1.374
Outb'd equivalent chord,in. 50.833 0.762
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord 0.400 0.400
At Outb'd equiv. chord 0.400 0.400
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
Leading Edge 34.83 34 83
Tailing Edge 26.25 26.25
Hingeline 34.83 34.83
Area Moment (Normal to hinge line)- FT 3  526.13 0.00178
(Product of Area and Mcan Chord)
41
TABLE III. - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: BOOSTER SOLID ROCIT MOTOR -(S12
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 3A, Data for (1) of (2) sides,
per Rockwell Lines VI,77-00036A
.Model Scale = 0.015
VL72-000088D
DRAWING NUMBER VL77-oo000036A
DIMENSION: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length (Includes.Nozzle) - IN. 1741.0 26.115
Max Width (Tank Dia) - IN. 142.3 2.135
Max Depth (Aft Shroud) - IN. 192.0 2.880
Fineness Ratio 9.06771 9.06771
Area - FT2




WP of BSRM Centerline (ZT) - IN. 400 6.000
FS of BSRM Nose (XT) - IN. 743 11.145
42
TABLE III. - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: EXTERNAI, TANK -(T2?
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: External Oxygen Hlydrogen Tank
NOTE: Identical to T11 v .th external fuel Iincs added
'odel 3 ale = 0.015.
VL78-00003T1
DRAWING NUMBER VL78-000041A
DIMENSION: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length -- IN. (Nose @ XT = 309) 1865 27.975
Max Width (Dia) - IN. 324. L.86
Max Depth,~ rm.
Fineness Ratio 5.75617 5.75617
Area - FT2




WIP of Tank Centerline (Zip) - IN. .jj00.o 6.000
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TABLE III. - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: EXTERNAL TANK T19
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: External Oxygen - Hydrogen Fuel Tank. Same
as T12 except for nose configuration.
Model Scale: .015
DRAWING NUMBER: MCR 467
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length-in. (Nose @ XT = 324.27) 1849.73 27.746
Max. Width , in. 330.00 4.950
Max. Depth
Fineness Ratio
Area , ft 2




W.P. of ET Centerline, in. 400.00 6.000
44
TABLE III. - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: VERTICAL - V 8,
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: configuration 140 A/B Orbiter Vertical Tail
NOTE: Similar to.V5 with radius on TE upper corner and LE lower corner
where vertical meets fuselage.
Model 5cale = 0.015 40 Model Drawing No. SS-A00148
DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-000146A
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
TOTAL DATA
Area (Theo) Ft2  413.253 0.0929q
Planform
Span (Theo) In 
. .73R0O
Aspect Ratio TqIf - a 1.675
Rate of Taper 0.507 o50
Taper Ratio 0.4039 0.40399
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
Leading Edge 45.00 45.00
Trailing Edge 25.947 25.917
0.25 Element Line 41.130 41.130
Chords:
Root (Theo) WP 268.502700 250
Tip (Theo) WP 108.470 1,62705
MAC 199.80756 299711
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 1A63.50 21525Q
W. P. of .25 MAC 635.522 9.532a
B. L. of .25 MAC 0.00 0.oo
Airfoil Section
Leading Wedge Angle Deg ann
Trailing Wedge Angle Deg _ lA.929
Leading Edge Radius 2,Q0 a,
Void Area 13.17 n.nooGQ
Blanketed Area O.0oo noo
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* 'TABLE III. - Concluded.
MODEL COMPONENT: WING-.(W A
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 140 A/B Orbiter 
Wing
NOTE: Identical to W 14 except airfoil thickness. Dihedral angle 
is along
trailing edge of wing.-
Model Scale = 0.015 Model Drawing 
No. SS-A00148
VL70-0001408







Span (Theo In. 936.6816 14.050
Aspect Ratio ,265_ 2.265
Rate of Taper 1.177 .. 177_
Taper Ratio 0.200 0.200
Dihedral Angle, degrees(at Xo=1506.623,Y0= 3.500 3.500
Incidence Angle, degrees 105, Zo= 282.75) 0.500 0,500
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees +3.000 +3.000
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 45.00 45.00
Leading Edge -m.b0 -1.0
Trailing Edge 3. 35.209
0.25 Element Line 35.209 35.209
Chords:,n. 10.339
Root (Theo) B.P.O.O. 689.2429 20339.
Tip, (Theo) B.P. 137.8486 2.068
MAC 474.8117 7.222
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 1126.721 17.051
W.P,. of .25 MAC 291.00 4.365
B.L. of ,25 MAC , .187.33491 .
2.10
EXPOSED DATA812.2205 0.08
Area (Theo) Ft 1812.2205 0.408
Span, (Theo) In, BPl08 736.6816,
Aspect Ratio . 2.058" 2.058
Taper Ratio . 0.2451 0.2451
Chords 5n, 8.559
Root BP108 570.6230
Tip 1.00 b 137.852
MAC 2 . 354.2376 
5.314
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 1164.237 17.6 .
WP. of .25 MAC 292.00 L8 0
B.L. of .25.MAC 239.67786 3.595
Airfpil Section (Rockwell Mod NASA)
XXXX-64 0.113 0.113
Root b = 0.425
Tip b = 1.00 . 0.12 0.12
Data for (1) of (2) Sides
Leading Edge Cuff 2 U0Ub66
Planform Area Ft 
_ 
__
Leading Edge Intersects Fus M. L. @ Sta 505.0 _ 7.575
Leading Edge Intersects Wing @ Sta 10 15.053
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TABLE IV. - PRESSURE INSTRUMENTATION
ORBITER WING STATIC TAP LOCATIONS
Yo = 250 C = 388.67 Yo = 365 C = 257.0
% Chord
X Upper Wing Lower Wing X Upper Wing Lower Wing
Tap No. Tap No. Tap No. Tap No.
0 O(L.E.) 22 O(L.E.) 33
0.05 19.47 23 28 12.87 34 39
0.15 58.33 24 29 39.13 35 40
0.40 155.47 25 30 102.80 36 41
0.725 281.80 26 31 186.33 37 42
0.95 369.27 27 32 244.13 38 43
ORBITER NOSE STATIC TAP LOCATIONS
235 265 325 380 450 500
00 1 2 6 14 18
400 3 7 11 15 19
900 4 8 12 16 20
1800 5 9 13 17 21
Notes:
(1) Full Scale Dimensions
(2) Left Hand Only
47
Notes:
1. Positive directions of force coefficients, CN Cm,w
moment coefficients, and angles are
indicated by arrows
2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability Cn
axes have been displaced from the center
of gravity
C 1Y -W-, y z 
Cm C n,w "
Cy 7CL
Cs C
C D, w x z z
C A C
C C ,s Co,s
CL
Figure 1. Axis Systems
X = 4ox = 1694
x0 = 238 X_ =I 2435 46





XT  09IT 979 T 2058 XB = 1889.15 YB = 243X = 200
XT 7 ?
a. Ited Vehicle







BODY, B 6  BnDY FLAP, F 7
b. Orbi ter Three View
Figure 2. - Continued.
z o 400
X= 1303 yo -96
X0 = 1330*5
AT (MEMER I) FALRING, FR1




















d. Front Orbiter/ET Attach Hardware





e. External Tank, T12




-P -- 32. 00
XT 324.27 XT 900.00
f. External Tank Nose Variation, T1 9





1-.-3 I.D. B-BDETAIL A ~ I. .
3.0 +
SECTION A-A
DETAIL B B- 192 0.D.
AFT END
VIEW LOCKING FORWARD




g. Solid Rocket Booster, 12




h. Definition of Model Base and Cavity Areas
Figure 2. - Continued.
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TAP 1 TAPS 16,17
TAP 5 (B L. CHAMR)
TAPAP 6
TAPi. Bae Pressure p LocationsAP 4







NOTE: Refer to Data Reduction section for
pressure manifold system.
i. Base Pressure 'Iap Locations
Figure 2. - Continued.
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Yo
n = 2Y/B = .534
(24) (25) (26)
(22 Ful 250
(n (28) (29) (30) (31) (32)
(36) (37) (38) Yo
(33) O O 36S
(39)(40)(41) (42) (43)
n = 2Y/B = .780 Yo
468.34
Notes:
(1) Full Scale Dimensions
(2) Pressure Orifices on Left Hand Side of Model
(3) X/c = 0,.05, .15, .40, .725, and .95
j. Wing Pressure Orifice Loca ions
Figure 2. - Continued.
Notes:
(1) All Dimensions Full Scale





Xo 265 1800 1800
235 1800 1 (21)
1800 1800 (13) (17)
(5) 9)
(1) (4) (8) (12) (16) (20)
900 + 900 + 900 ± 900 + 900
400
(6) 00 7) 400 400
0 (11) 440




Xo = 235 265 325 380 450 500
k. Fuselage Pressure Orifice Locations
Figure 2. - Concluded.
a. Front View, TWT Installati-on Configuration 01 T4 S1 P2 P7
b. Front View, TWT Installation Configuration 01 T S1 P2 P6
Figure 3. -Model Photographs
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DATA FIGURES - FORCE
61
DATA SET SYMBOL CONF IGLRAT IN DESCRIPTION ELEVON RUDDER SPO0RK BFLAP REFERENCE INFORMAT IO







.2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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-. 20
-.25
-. 30 -3 -2 -
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 4 EFFECT OF EXTERNAL TANK NOSE CONFIGURATION, LONGITUDINAL CHAR.
(A)MACH = 1.22 PAGE 1
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON RUDDER SPOBRK B0FLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
(AF3A08] IA69 01 T4 SI P2 P7 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF .6053 SQ.FT.
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-oo ,-,, 4 5
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 4 EFFECT OF EXTERNAL TANK NOSE CONFIGURATION, LONGITUDINAL CHAR.
(A)MACH = 1.22 PAGE 2
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z .15 o













-. 25. . . . . . . . .
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 4 EFFECT OF EXTERNAL TANK NOSE CONFIGURATION. LONGITUDINAL CHAR.
CA)MACH = 1.22 PAGE 3
DATA SET SYMI'L CONFIGURATI1N DESCRIPTION ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK BOFLAP REFERENCE INFORMAT ON
( AF3A08) Q IA69 01 T4 SI P2 P7 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF .6053 SQ.FT.
(AF3A121 IASS 01 TI S1 P2 PS .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 19.3550 INCES
BREF 19.3550 INCHES
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.0(A)MACH = 1.22 PAGE.0
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FIG 4 EFFECT OF EXTERNAL TANK NOSE CONFIGURATION9 LONGITUDINAL CHAR.
CA)MACH = 1.22 PAGE 4
DATA SET SYMPOL CONFIGRATI N DESCRIPTION ELEVON RLUDER SP08RK BOFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATIN(AF3A08) IA69 01 T4 SI P2 P7 
.000 .000 .000 .000 SEF .6053 SG.FT.(AF3AI2] IA69 01 TI SI P2 PS 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CF IGLRAT ION DESCRIPTION ELEVON RUDDER SPDBR B0FLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION(AF3A08) 1A6SS 01 T4 SI P2 P7 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF .6053 SQ.FT.
rAF3A12 j IA6S 01 Ti SI P2 P6 




ZMRP 6.0000 I N C-ES
SCALE .0150
1.6 TTT . : : 1 . !T 7 : 7 :
S, , 
.. . . ° .* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.*o * * .oo . .o* o .*. o . . . . . . .. . .* . . , . . . . . .1.4
1.2
... o ... . . . . . . ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .




. . . . . . . ..
8.
- .2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.
. ..
FIG 4 EFFECT OF EXTERNAL TANK NOSE CONFIGURATION1 LONGITUDINAL CHAR.
CA)MACH = 1.22 PAGE 7
-1.2
-1-2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG EFFECT OF EXTERNAL TANK NOSE CONFIGURATION, LONGITUDINAL CHAR.
()MAC
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLRATION OESCRIPTION BETA RUC0ER SPg0RK B9FLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION(RF3A 83 IAS 01 T4 SI P2 P7 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF .6053 SQ.FT.(CRF3AI ] IA69 01 T4 SI P2 P7 4.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 19.3550 INCHES
(RF3AI2) 1A69 01 TI SI P2 PS 




.20 .10 . .. ... .... 05 . .
. . . . . o.. . . .. . . . . o ~ i . . . .. . .. . . .. .. ... . .. .. ... .. ....
S....... .. ........... ....... ... . ....... ........ .
.10 .- --.. .. - .06--- -- - - --- - .03- -- -- --
.10 .. .... .. ... ... ..........
- .. .. .... ... .. . ... .. .... ....
... ... .... .... .... .... ... .... ... .. .. .
..... .... ... .. ... . ....... . .0 - - - - -..............
S.0 0 : : : : - ~-~ .00 - -- --- ---- --- - - 0 - - - - - -
. ... ... ... ... .... .... ... .... .
S.. ............ ................. .... ....
.. ...................... 
.-.0 .----. - .01 - - - -
.. .. ... .... ... .... .. . . ...... .. .... ......... . ... ... .. ....
. .1 0 .. .. .... .. ... . . . .......
.....-. 6 --....- --.. .. -. 03 . .
.15................. 
.....
-.20 ....... -. 10 --. , -. 0.5.
ALPHA ALPHA A.LP HA
FIG 5 EFFECT OF EXTERNAL TANK NOSE CONFIGURATION. LAT/DIR CHAR, BETAOAND+4
(A)MACH = 1.22 PAGE 8
DATA SET SYF80L COF1IGRATION 0ESCRIPTION BETA RUDER SPODRK BFLAP REFERENCE INFI~IATIaN(RF3A0) 1A69 01 T4 SI P2 P7 .000 .000 .000 .000 SEF .6053 SQ.T.t RF3AO7 I IA69 01 T4 S1 P2 P7 -4.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 19.3550 INOCHES
tRF3A12 I A69 01 TI SI P2 PS 
.000 .000 .000 .000 BREF 19.3550 INCHES(RF3AI3) IA69 01 TI SI P2 PS 




. 2 0 .. . ... .. .. ......  .. .. . -5 .. .... ....................... ... 
. .o .......... ..... ... . . - ... - - 05
.08--- - -4- - - - 0- - -
.15- . .. ... .... ... . ... ..  .. ..
.06 --- - .03
... *... . . ... ... . l.... I... ..-. .. .  .... 
- .1
.-.05.. .. .------
- --. 04 
-. 02
.10 .. ....:..::.......-:..::..
*. **.. .... ... . ... ... .... .... . ..
5 . ...... .... ............. . ...............
... .0 2------ .. .
-.0.-.-- ...------
S. -. 15
.... -. 0. -- - -. -. -. 02- ---
-0 . - - - - .... .... .......... . . .. . ..  ..-
4.........................................-...
-. 20---- _ - - -. 10 - - - 4 -. 05--
S LPA ........LP A ....LPHA
FIG 6 EFFECT OF EXTERNAL TAN NOSE CONFIGURATI ON LAT/DIR CHAR. BE TAzAND-4




...A ... 2 2 .... . . ......... .. .... ... . .
DATA FIGURES - PRESSURE
DATA SET SYISL CFIGUSRATION 0ESIPTO1N BETA
IN-D53 IASS9 01 TA SI P2 P7 WvNG UPPER SLURFACE PRES .000
30 1 A9 01 T4 SI P2 P7 VIG UPPER SURFACE PRESS. -4.000
F3.113 IA69 01 TI SI P2 PS VING PPER SURFACE PRESS. .000
F3UD2 IASS9 01 TI SI P2 PS VIING PPER SURFACE PRESS. -4.000




u .8 i ii.. . . i i  i ... ...... ...
CH R S LC . N . . IT . . . . . . . . . .
I .2E
-' 1 .0 .. 12 .3 -40 .5 .P .8 .9 1.
CHORDWISE LOCATION ON ORBITER WING SURFACE, X/C
MACH 1.200 ALPHA -4.000 2Y/B .534 PAGE 1
-. 4 '' I I I T / :1LLL ~i :_:..: _oU
CHORWISELOCAIONON OBITE WIG SUFACE X/
DATA SET S~9E. CaNFIIRATIN MESCrIPTIaN OETA
Wf T4 S P2 P VIN UPPER SUFACE PRES. .000
SS I 11 T4 S P2 P? VINS PPER SWACE PRESS. -4.000IASS 01 TI 1 P2 PS VINS LPPER SUACE P ESS. -4.0








-- A .. .4 . .
-. .0 .. 2 .3 ;4 .5 8 89
CHORDWISE LOCATION ON ORBITER WING SURFACE. X/C
FIG 7 EFFECT OF EXTERNAL TANK NOSE CONFIG ON ORBITER PRESSURESP BETA = 0, -4
MACH = 1.200 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/B = .780 PAGE 2
DATA SET SYMO.. C~IOIRATI "SE1RIPTI BETA
CRF~0) A I S9 01 T4 SI P2 P7 VING LPPER SURFACE PRESS. .000
CRF3JS I lASS 01 T4 SI P2 P7 VING PPER SURFACE PRESS. -4.000
t RF3D IAS 01 TI S1 P2 PS VING LPPER SURFACE PRESS. .000
(CF3J02 I ASS 01 TI SI P2 PS VING UPPER SURFACE PRESS. -4.000








-. .2 .3 .. .-
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. o . . . . .. . .. . . . . .... . .
- 1 . 1 .::: .4 .5 b . . 7
CHORDWISE LOCATION ON ORBITER WING SURFACE. X/C
FIG 7 EFFECT OF EXTERNAL TANK NOSE CONFIG ON ORBITER PRESSURES. BETA 0. -4
MACH = 1.200 ALPHA = .000 2Y/B = .534 PAGE 3
DATA SET ISB. COEFI Q.RATII EN RIPTION BETA
CRF'3 3 0 IASS 01 T4 SI P2 P7 VIN UPPER SURFACE PRE S. 000
(RF~36 I A69 01 T4 Sl P2 P7 VING UPPER SURFACE PRESS. -4.000(RF3UDI l IASS 01 TI St P2 PS VING UPPER SRFACE PRESS. .000
(AF3 23L IA69 01 TI Sl P2 PS VING LPPER SURFACE PRESS. -4.000
1.6 -r. .. 
. . .
-..- .... .. . .. .. ..
. .. . . . . ..... . .....
1 . . . .. .
1.0. . ... .. . .. .. .... ..... .... ....
. .. ... ............. . .... ...
_._....  .. :._2  .. ........ ... .. . . ..U . ................
u . .. .  , . . . .*. . . _
o .2 . . . .
.2
. ... ..... 
1
LL
. 2 . . . . . . .
S ............... 
....................
- .08 -. ---- -- ----... . .-...---- -  -" . . .
1.0.1 0 1  2  .3 . .5 .6 9
CHORDWISE LOCATION ON ORBITER WING SURFACE. X/C
FIG 7 EFFECT OF EXTERNAL TANK NOSE CONFIG ON ORBITER PRESSURES, BETA = 0, -4
MACH = 1.200 ALPHA = .000 2Y/B = .780 PAGE 4
DATA SET SYM. CFISRATION OESCRIPTIOi IETA
t?31 IA S at T4 Si P2 P7 VING LPPER SU'ACE PRESS. .000C3uZ3 IAS 01 T4 SI P2 P7 ING LPPER SURFACE PRESS. -4.000
t I.JI ] Q I AS 01 TI Si P2 PS ING UPPER SURFACE PRESS. .000
F3.UD2 IASS 01 TI Si P2 PS VING UPPER SUACE PRESS. -4.000
1.2 -- r -- - --- r- I --- - I--I -.1 t - I I I I-- I I I I I -I
1.0
* *.~.* i- -:-:- :-:: --
1 .2
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1 , 4 I- . . . . . .. . . ... . .
.6 !- ..... I . i .... i' i_ ' ! _ :
1 -. 1 .0 1 .2 .3 .4 .5: ..7 .8 .9 1
CHORDWISE LOCATION ON ORBITER WING SURFACE. X/C
FIG 7 EFFECT OF EXTERNAL TANK NOSE CONFIG ON ORBITER PRESSURES. BETA = 0. -4
MACH = 1.200 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/B = .534 PAGE 5
DATA SET SYPS.& COWIRATIN OESCRIPTION BETA
3UC5 IA9 01 T4 St P2 P7 VING LPPER SLFACE PRESS. .000Ct3Z26 ASS 01 T4 Si P2 P7 VING UPPER SLRACE PRESS. -4.000
.C.J. I IAS9 01 TI SI P2 PS VING L UPER SI.WACE PRESS. .000
R3U2 I I AS9 01 TI Si P2 PS VING LPPER SUACE PRESS. -4.000
I . 6 ---- t---- - -
1.4
... .......... -. .
1.4 u:
S... ......................... .... ... .....0..
_ _ _ _ .: : : : ::.: : : : : : : : . ...- : : : . . :: :-- - -
U -. 8
-.6 -




CHORDWISE LOCATION ON ORBITER WING SURFACE. X/C
FIG 7 EFFECT OF EXTERNAL TANK NOSE CONFIG ON ORBITER PRESSURES BETA = 0, -4
MACH = 1.200 ALPHA = 4.000 2Y/B = .780 PAGE 6
°. • . , , , , , , • , o ., °
-.s ...... . ... ... .... .. ' ....I . ..
MACH = 1.200 ALPHA = 4.000 2YIB = .780 PAGE 6
DATA SET SYM. COFIRATION 0ESCRIPT14 BETA
t W3UI IA89 01 T4 St P2 P7 VIN UPPER SURFACE PRES. .000
t RFJ3OS IASS 01 T4 SI P2 P7 WING LPPER SURACE PRESS. -4.000
..F3.. ASS 01 TI St P2 PS VING UPPER SURFACE PRESS. .000C (3U2 IAS9 01 TI SI P2 P6 WING LPPER SURFACE PRESS. -4.000
--I -I --- 1- I-A I I -"I -I I1.4
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1.0 i - ---
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-. 4 -
* * , _ _ _ _ , I. . . .. . . . . .
.0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .
SPANWISE LOCATION ON ORBITER WING SURFACE. 2Y/B
FIG 7 EFFECT OF EXTERNAL TANK NOSE CONFIG ON ORBITER PRESSURES, BETA = 0, -4
MACH = 1.200 ALPHA = -4.000 X/C = .000 PAGE 7
DATA SET SYP. COFISARATI OESCRIPTIN BETA
BOS0 I89 013 T4 SI P2 P7 VINS UPPER SRFACE PRESS. .000
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DATA ET SYPMEK CFIIUAT11N NESCIPTIaN BETA
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OATA SET SY1L COFIGURATI4 OESCRIPTIO SETA
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DATA SET SYPU5. CO1lURATI ISERsIPTCl BETA
.3ASS 01 T4 :1 P2 P7 WING UPPER SUIRFACE PESS. .000
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DATA SET SYK C1 IGURATION ESCIPTION ETA
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DATA SET SYMPSL COIOURATION CESCRIPTI BETA
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DATA SET SYW CONFIGURATION O~SCIPTIN BETA
3L05 IAS 01 T4 St P2 P7 VING LOVER S.RFACE PRES. .000
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DATA SET SWvM0L CNFIGURATION OESCIPTIGN BETA
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DATA SET SYtU0L CNFIGLRATION ESIPTIN BETA
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DATA SET SYPMeL CONFIGRATION IESPT BETA
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DATA SET SYPBI COWIGURATIO4 0ESCR1PTION BETA
1;105 1 AS9 01 T4 Sl P2 P7 VING LOWER SUACE P RESS .000A3LS lASS 01 T4 SI P2 P7 VIN LOWER SURFACE PRESS. -4.000
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DATA SET SYMBSL CONFIGRATIN OESCRIPTION ETA
W3LO52 IA69 01 TI St P2 P7 VINW LOWER SLRFACE PRESS. .000(F3LS06) IAS9 01 TI St P7 VING LOVER SURFACE PRESS. -4.000
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DATA SET SYP. CCNIGRaATICN 1ESRIPTION BETA
SRFL.053 A 01 T4 St P2 P7 VIN3 LOVER SUACE PRESS. .000
RF 3LS0 IA69S 01 T4 St P2 P7 VING LOVER SURACE PRESS. -4.000CRF301 29 IASS 01 TI SI P2 PS VING LOVER SURFACE PRESS. .000(RF3LO2) IA69 01 TI SI P2 P6 VING LOVER SURFACE PRESS. -4.000
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DATA SET SYeSL CNFIGURATIoN ESRIPTIeN BETA
F3L ASS 01 T4 SI P2 P7 VING LOER SURFACE PRESS. .000(RF06 ) IAS9 01 T4 SI P2 P7 VING LOVER SURJFACE PRESS. -4.000CR3L011 I!ASS 01 TI St P2 PS VING LOVER SURFACE PRESS. .000CRF3LC2) IAS9 01 TI SI P2 P6 VING LOVER SURFACE PRESS. -4.000
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SPNIELOAINONOBTR IGSRFC,2/
FI FETO XENLTN OECNI NOBTRPESRS EA 0 -4
MACH 1.200 ALPHA -4.000 X/C .950 PAGE 35 .-
DATA SET SYnME CNFIG ATION OEtSZIPTIN BETA
W3LR051 IA69 01 TI Si P2 P7 VINO LOVER SURFACE PRESS. .000RF3LC06 IA 9 01 T4 SI P2 P7 VING LOVER SUJACE PRESS. -4.000
R0130 I ASS 01 TI St P2 PS VING LOVER SURFACE PRESS. .000
C3.LO22 I ASS 01 TI Si P2 PS VING LOVER SLRFACE PRESS. -4.000
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DATA SET SYMr. COFIALtATIO ESRIPTIN ETA
tRF2!) IA T 4 S1 P2 P7 VIN LOER SULRACE PRES. .000
tRF3OSi] IASS 01 T4 Si P2 P7 VING LOVER SURFACE PRESS. -4.000
CF31 301 IA69 01 TI SI P2 PS VING LOVER SURFACE PRESS. .000
CRF3L02 2 IA69 01 TI St P2 P6 VING LOVER SURFACE PRESS. -4.000
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DATA SET SYMOL COFIURATION 0SCRIPTION ETA
F FL3 IAS9 01 T4 Si P2 P7 VINO L WER SRFACE PRESS. .000
S I ZASS 01 T4 SI P2 P7 VING LOER SURFACE PESS. -4.000
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DATA SET SYML COFiI.RATION DESCRIPTION BETA
SRF3105 I A9 01 T4 SI P2 P7 VING LO ER SUACE PRESS. .000
3RF3 IASS 01 T4 Sl P2 P7 VING LOVER SURIACE PRESS. -4.000
RF3L0O) 2 A69 01 TI SI P2 PS VIN LOWVER SURFACE PRESS. .000F3LO23 I AS69 01 TI Sl PP2 VING LOVER SURFACE PRESS. -4.000
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DATA SET SYSL CNFIGOLRATION DESCRIPTI6N ETA
S3L~3 5 IASS 01 T4 SI P2 P7 VING LWER SURFACE PRESS. .OwCF3.O63 IASS9 01 T4 SI P2 P7 VING LOVER SURFACE PRESS. -4.000(RF3L01 3 IASS 01 TI St P2 PS VING LOVER SURFACE PRESS. .000(RF3LO2 lASS 01 TI SI P2 PS VING LOvER SLURFACE PESS. -4.000
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DATA SET SVWBL CONFIGURATIS OeSIPTIS4 BETA
I Rl53 IA9 01 T4 St P2 P7 VIN1 LOER SURFACE PRESS. .OAFS06 Oj IA9 01 T4 SI P2 P7 VING LOVER SURFACE PRESS. -4.000(1F3L01) IASS 01 TI SI P2 PS VING LOVER SURFACE PRESS. .000(F1)3L2 IA69 01 TI Sl P2 PS VING LOER SURFACE PRESS. -4.00
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DATA SET SYMBO.. CCFIURATI CESCRIPTIaN BETA
C R3L053 IAS9 01 T4 SI P2 P7 VING LOER SURFACE PRESS. .000RF06) IA69SS 01 T4 SI P2 P7 VING LOWER SURFACE PRESS. -4.000
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DATA SET SYMS. COFIGUATION ESCRIPTION META
l L3 1IAGS 01 T4 St P2 P7 VING LSVER SURACE PRESS. .000S3L106 I ASS 01 T4 SI P2 P7 VING LOVER SURFACE PRESS. -4.000
C013I 2 IASS 01 TI SI P2 PS VING LOVER SURFACE PRESS. .000(RF31021 IA69 01 TI St P2 PS VING LOVER SURFACE PRES. -4.000
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DATA SET SYMOL CONFIRATION DESCRIPTIOa BETA
CR.O05 mIAS 01 T4 SI P2 P7 VING LVER SURFACE PRESS. .000(RF.3L06 IAS9 01 T4 SI P2 P7 VING LOVER S.RFACE PRESS. -4.000tRF3LOI 0 ASs 01 TI SI P2 PS VING LOVER SUREACE PRESS. .000f3L22O IAS9 01 TI SI P2 PS VING LOVER SURFACE PRESS. -4.000
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DATA SET SY1L CFIORATION ESCRIPTIrN BETA
f( F315I IAGS9 1o T4 St P2 P7 VINS LOVER SUFACE PRE S .000CR106 2 IASS 01 T4 SI P2 P7 VING LOVER SL~ACE PRESS. -4.000C 3L ) IASS 01 TI SI P2 PS VING LOVER SURFACE PESS. .000(130221 IAS9 01 TI S1 P2 P6 VING LOVER SURFACE PRESS. -4.00
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DATA SET SYML CONFIGLRATION CESCRIPTION BETA
CF05 0 IA89 01 T4 SI P2 P7 IRBITER FUSELAGE PRESSLES .000
SF3FO6) IASS 01 T4 S3 P2 P7 OITER FUSELAGE PESSLES -4.000
iRF3FOI IASS 01 TI St P2 PS IRBTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000
1RF3F022 IASS 01 TI SI P2 PS OITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES -4.000
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DATA SET SYPU. CWIA UATI ON IP 'T CN4 BETA
(cFv53 Q IAS9 01 T4 St P2 P7 CITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .00
tRFO3F06 ) IASS 01 T4 St P2 P7 CRBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES -4.000
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DATA SET SYMSB CNFIBURATION 0ESIPTIN BETA
IRFOF05I IASS 01 T4 SI P2 P7 RBITER FUSELAGE PRESSRRES .000
JRF3FO3 !I ASS 01 T4 SI P2 P7 CRBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES -4.000CRF3FOl IASS 01 TI St P2 PS BITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000(RF3F02) IASS 01 TI St P2 PS INBITER FUSELAGE PRESSRES -4.000
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DATA SET SY. CONFIGRATION 0ESCRIPTIN BETA
(3'F05 ISA9 01 T4 Sl P2 P7 0RBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000
Ca3F06 I IAS9 01 T4 Sl P2 P7 0"9ITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES -4.000
C F3F01 IASS 01 TI SI P2 PS ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000
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DATA SET SYMB. C IGI.RATIO DCESCIPTION BETA
I03 lASS 01 T4 StI P2 P7 RB ITER FUSELAGE PRESS.~ES .000(RFwOS) AS69 01 T4 SI P2 P7 CRBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES -4.000C RF3F II69S 01 TI Si P2 PS ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000(RF3F02) IASS 01 TI Si P2 PS ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES -4.000
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DOAA SE SYMBS. CFNIURATION ESCIPTIN BETA
(R053 IASS9 01 T4 St P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000
t RFlF06) IA9 01 T4 SI P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES -4.000(CY01 3 6 IASS 01 TI St P2 PS ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .o000(F302 2 IA6SS 01 TI S P2 PS MRITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES -4.000
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DATA SET SYMOL CONFIFURATIN ESC IPTI BETA
(FW051 IA89 01 T4 SI P2 P7 ORBITER PUSELAGE PRESSUES 000o1F37063J IAS9 01 T4 SI P2 P27 RITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES -4.000(R3FOI) IAS9 01 TI SI P2 PS RBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000C(R3F02) IA69 01 TI Sl P2 P6 OITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES -4.000
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DATA SET SYMAL C13WIMRATION OESRIPTIO BETA
3 3- IAS9 S T4 SI P2 P7 OBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000RF3 S6 IA89 01 T4 St P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES -4.0000 1 IASS 01 TI SI P2 PS ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000C '3FO2 IA69 01 TI SI P2 PS IRBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES -4.000
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DATA SET SYML COFORATION 0ESRIPTIONJ ETA
F3 053 IAS9 01 T4 St P2 P7 ORBITER FUELAGE PRESSRES 000
RF3FOS) IA6SS 01 T4 Si P2 P7 ORB1TER FUSELAGE PRESSURES -4.000
(RF3F013 IASS 01 TI SI P2 PS ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000
CRF3F02) IASS69 01 TI St P2 P6 OMITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES -4.000
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DATA SET SY. CwFIOURATIN ESCIPTION BETA
C F 0 IAS9 01 T4 St P2 P7 RBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000R JAS 01 T4 SI P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES -4.000
'RF01 I ASS 01 TI SI P2 PS ORITER FUSELAGE PRESSLRES .000(RF3F02) IASS 01 TI SI P2 PS ORITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES -4.000
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DATA SET SYM Ci UC IRATIJ 0ESCIPTION BETA
ti705 lAS 01 TI St P2 P7 MBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000
SFF3FO IAS O T4 SI P2 P7 CRITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES -4.000(RF3FO1 I IASS 01 TI St P2 PS ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSLRES .000
lRF3F022 IAS9 01 TI S1 P2 PS RSITER FUSELAGE PESSURES -4.000
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DATA SET SWM.L COFIsRATI SRIPTION BETA
305) IASS 01 T4 St P2 P7 CRBITER FUSELAGE PRESSJRES .000
aF063 9 TStSSU 4 S P7 RBITER FUSELAGE PIESSRES -4.000
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DATA SET SYIM C1NFIJRATIOIJ EIQPT ION BETA
tW F3051 IA69 01 T4 St P2 P7 ORBITER FUSLAGE PRESSRES .000
t 3'WS) IAE 01 T4 SI P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES -4.000
F301o ) AS9 01 TI SI P2 PS ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000
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DATA SET SY O C F.IGURATIN DESCIPTIOIN BETA(i05 IASS 0! T4 St P2 P7 CBITER FUSELAGE PRESSRES .000c FS06I IA9S 01 T4 St P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSRES -4.000(RF01 2 ASS 01 TI St P2 PS RBITER FUSELAGE PRESS.RES .000CRF3FO2 IASS 01 TI St P2 P6 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESLIRES -4.000
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DATA SET SYMBeL CFIlaATIN OESCIPTION BETA
FT0 I ASl901 T4 St P2 P7 CBITER FUSELAE PRESSR.LRES .-RFO) IAS 01 T4 SI P2 P7 0RBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES -4.000RF010 I j IASS 01 TI SI P2 PS BITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000I3FO2) IA69 01 TI S! P2 PS OVBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES -4.000
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DATA SET SYMI. COFIRATI1 NESCIPTI1N BETA(RFT05 0 IASS 01 T4 St P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURS .000
~3F06) AS9 01 T4 St P2 P7 RBITER FUSELAGE PRESSUS -4.000C(RF3F0 ) IASS 01 Ti Sl P2 PS ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000
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DATA SET SY"95L CSONFOLRATION IES!PTO1N BETA
C R05M3 ZAGS 01 T4 SI P2 P7 MITER FISELAGE PRESS.RES .000CRF~) IAS9 01 T4 Si P2 P7 RITER FUSELAGE PESSURES -4.000
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DATA SET SYME. COWIRSATIsON SCRIPTION BETA
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DATA SET SYM CONFIGUtATION ESlPTIONl BETA
S 1AS9 01 T4 S1 P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES ,000IRFSO IASS9 01 T4 SI P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSRES -4.000FJ01 IA69 01 TI SI P2 PS ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000RF3FO23 1ASS 01 TI SI P2 PS RBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES -4.000
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DATA SET SnYM CNFIRIATION PESCRIPTIO1N BETA
RF5 AS9 01 T4 SI P2 P7 MITER FUSELAGE PRESSRES .000I'6 ASS 01 TI Si P2 PI ORITER FUSELAGE PRESSRES -4000W3F01 IASS 01 TI Si P2 P6 0RBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000t R3F 2 IASS 01 TI SI P2 PS ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES 
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MACH = 1.200 ALPHA = .000 X/L = .388 PAGE e9
DATA SET SY M CONFIGURATIN VESIPTIJN BETA
(RF'F5) IAG9 01 T4 SI P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000
R0F6031 IA69 01 T4 Sl P2 P7 RBITER FUSELAGE PRESSLES -4.000(RF3FO IA6S 01 TI Sl P2 PS RBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000CRF3F02 IA~9 01 TI SI P2 PS ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSLRES -4.000
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DATA SET SYP95 C& IORATI OSOIPTIO'I ETA
I :m3 ASS 01 T4 SIt P2 P7 MBITER FUSELAGE PRESSUPS .000
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MACH = 1.200 ALPHA = 4.000 X/L = .205 PAGE 71
DATA SET SW9 CONFIGRATI OECESCRIPTIN BETA
~FW053r) IAS9 01 T4 S1 P2 P7 0RBITER FUSELAGE PRESSRES .000( l;aFF0 IASS 01 T4 Si P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESS.RES -4.000
RF3F01 3 IASS 01 TI Sl P2 P6S RBITER FUSELAGE PRESSES .000RFF02] IASS 01 TI SI P2 PS6 CBITER FUSELAGE PRESSES -4.000
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MACH : 1.200 ALPHA : 4.000 X/L .,252 PAGE 72
DATA SET SYMBOL C FIGURATI4 DESCRIPTICN BETA
RFT03 ! AS 01 T4 St P2 PP7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSRES .000RF3F0O I ASS 01 T4 Sl P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES -4.000
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DATA SET SYML. C SIGUIATIN ESCROPTION BETA
8059IAS9 01 T4 St P2 P7 OBITER FUSELAGE PRESS.RES .000A 7013U ASS 01 T4 S1 P2 P7 RBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES -4.000(0I3299 IASS 01 TI S1 P2 PS RBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000RF3F02 3 ASS 01 TI SI P2 PS RBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES -4.000
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DATA SET SYMSCL CIFI RATIO DESlRIPTIN BETA
C F05) IASS 01 T4 SI P2 P7 RBITER FUSELAGE PRESSES .000(RC3FC~) IAS9 01 T4 S1 P2 P7 RITER FUSELAGE PESSURES -4.000(R 3FOI IA69 01 TI 51 P2 PS ORBITER FUSELAGE PRSSRES .000(1'3F02) IAS9 01 TI SI P2 P6 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES -4.000
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DATA SET SYM0L COWIURATION IESCRIPTION BETA( RFU31 jAS9 01 T4 SI P2 P7 VING LPPER SURACE PRESS. .000
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DATA SET SYM5. C ISURAT14N SCR1PT1O BETA
F1135 IAG9 01 T4 Sl P2 P7 VIN LPPER SU PACEPRSS. .000Su04 30 IA89 01 T4 St P2 P7 VING LPPER SRFACE RESS. 4.000
IRFl3Ua IASS 01 TI SI P2 PS VING UPPER SURFACE PRESS. .000(F3L.03 3 IASS 01 TI Sl P2 PS VING UPER SURFACE PRESS. 4.000
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MACH = 1.200 ALPHA = -4.000 2Y/B = .780 PAGE 77
DATA SET SYPOL C1NFIGLRATION ESCRIPTION BETA
A F3X53 I AS9 01 T4 SI P2 P7 VI N UPPER SURACE PRES .000C 3 A6S9 01 T4 SI P2 P7 VING FUPPER SUFACE PRESS. 4.00023J0 3 I A69 01 TI SI P2 PS6 WING UPPER SLRACE PRESS. .000C3 I I3 ASS 01 TI Si P2 PS VING LPPER SRFACE PRESS. 4.000
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MACH = 1.200 ALPHA = .000 2Y/B = .534 PAGE 78
DATA SET SWm. CS.IJURATIi CESCRIPTIO VETA
IAS9 01 T4 SI P2 P7 VINO PPER SURACE PRE B .000I RF3,I IAS9 01 T4 SI P2 P7 WING ULPER SURFACE PRESS. 4.000
3RF3UI) IASS 01 TI SI P2 PS VING UPPER SURFACE PRESS. .000
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MACH = I .200 ALPHA = .000 2Y/B = .780 PAGE 79
DATA SET SYP. CCNFI.ATION DESORIPTION BETA
F3U5 IA69 01 T4 SI P2 P7 VIN1 UPPER SLRFACE PRESS. .000S I UB4 IA 9 01 TI S P2 P7 VING UPPER SU QPR ESS. 4CfW 3I 3 IASS 01 TI SI P2 PS VIN LPPER SURFACE PRESS. .000
C~R3U033 IAS9 01 TI SI P2 P6 WING UPPER SURACE PRESS. 4.000
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ATA SET SYVIBL C FIOURATIS OESCRIPTIN BETA
(R3U3 IAS9 01 T4 SI P2 P7 VWING UPPER SURACE PRES. .000
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DATA SET SYMEU. C1WIOURATION ESCIPTION SETA
(~C3RU) IASS 01 T4 St P2P7 VINY LPPER SUFACE PRES. .000( R 042U !ASS9 01 T4 St P2 P7 VING PPER SURFACE PRESS. 4.000
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DATA SET SvMR. CSIFRATI'N ESCRIPTI1N ETA
R05I IAG9 01 T4 St P2 P7 VWING LPPER SURACE PRESS. .000
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DATA SET SYM9. COFISAURATIN ESCRIPT1N B ETA
tCF353 IAS9 01 T4 St P2 P7 VWING LPPER SURFACE PRESS. .000( RC04C) IASS 01 T4 Sl P2 P7 VING LPPER SLFACE PRESS. 4.000CRF30C 1 ASS9 01 TI SI P2 PS VING LPPER SUFACE PRESS. .000C~R3X32 IA69 01 TI SI P2 PS VIN UIPPER SLUACE PRESS. 4.000
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DATA SET SYM1. COFIOURATION ESCRIPTION BETA
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA
(RF3F05 ) IA69 01 T4 SI P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000
(RF3F04] IA69 01 T4 SI P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES 4.000
(RF3FOI I A69 01 TI SI P2 P6 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000(RF3F03) IAS9 01 TI SI P2 PG ORBITER FLSELAGE PRESSURES 4.000
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA(RF3F05) IAS 01 T4 SI P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000ERF3FO4) IAS9 01 T4 SI P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES 4.000( RF3F0 ) 1A69 01 TI SI P2 P6 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000(RF3F03 IA69 01 TI S1 P2 P6 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES 4.000
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA
(RF3F05) Q IA69 01 T4 S1 P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000(RF3F04 IA69 01 T4 SI P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES 4.000
[RF3FOI ) IA69 01 TI SI P2 P6 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000(RF303)] IA9 01 TI S1 P2 PG ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES 4.000
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA
(RF3FO5 q IA69 01 T4 SI P2 P 7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000
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FIG 8 EFFECT OF EXTERNAL TANK NOSE CONFIG ON ORBITER PRESSURES9 BETA = 0, +4
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA
(RF3F05) IA69 01 T4 SI P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000SRF3FO4 IA69 01 T4 SI P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES 4.000
(RF3FOI IA9 01 11 S1 P2 PS ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000[RF3F03) IA69 01 TI Si P2 PS ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES 4.000
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FIG 8 EFFECT OF EXTERNAL TANK NOSE CONFIG ON ORBITER PRESSURES, BETA = O +4
MAC- 1.200 ALPA -4.000 X/L = .252 AGE 135
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA
(RF3F05) Q IA69 01 T4 SI P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000
tRF3F04 I IA69 01 T4 S1 P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES 4.000.(RF3F01 I IA69 01 TI Sl P2 PS ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000
(RF3F03) IA69 01 TI SI P2 P6 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES 4.000
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MAC- = '..2 ALPHA = -4 .000 X/L = .295 'MAC-, = "200 ALPh~a = -L:.OOO X/L = .2c35 : .GE "3
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA
IRF3F05 ") IASS 01 T4 SI P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000[RF3FO4I ., IA69 01 T4 SI P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES 4.000RF3FO l) IABS 01 T1 SI P2 PS ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000(RF3r03) IA69 01 TI SI P2 PG ORBITER FLUSELAGE PRESSURES 4.000
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FIG 8 EFFECT OF EXTERNAL TANK NOSE CONFIG ON ORBITER PRESSURES9 BETA = 0O +4
vAC" = ..200 APnA = -4.000 X/L = .349 AGE 3
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION BETA
[RF3F053 IA69 01 T4 S1 P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000
(RF3F04 I IAG9 01 14 Sl P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES 4.000
(RF3F01) 1A69 01 TI Si P2 P6 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000
(RF3F03) IA69 0! TI SI P2 P6 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES 4.000
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FIG 8 EFFECT OF EXTERNAL TANK NOSE CONFIG ON ORBITER PRESSURES, BETA 0=  +4
AC- = !.200 APr-A = -4.000 X/L = .388 GE "38
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA
(RF3F05) Q IA69 01 T4 SI P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000(RF3FO4 ) IA69 01 T4 Si P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES 4.000
RF3F0 ) IA69 01 T1 Sl P2 PS ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA
[RF3F05) Q IA69 01 T4 SI P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000
(RF3F04I IA69 01 T4 SI P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES 4.000
[RF3FOI ) IA69 01 TI Sl P2 P6 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000
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FIG 8 EFFECT OF EXTERNAL TANK NOSE CONFIG ON ORBITER PRESSURES, BETA = O +4
vaC = ..2CO A PHA = .000 X/ = .205 :ASE " 2
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA
(RF3F05] Q IA69 01 T4 Sl P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000
tRF3FO4 I IA69 01 T4 S1 P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES 4.000
RFO3F01 ) 1A69 01 TI S1 P2 PS ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000
(RF3F03 IA69 01 TI Sl P2 PS ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES 4.000
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA
IRF3F05) 1IA69 01 T4 SI P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000
(RF3FO4 I IA69 01 T4 SI P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES 4.000
(RF3F01 ) I1A69 01 TI S1 P2 PS ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000
(RF3F03 lA69 01 TI Sl P2 P6 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES 4.000
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FIG 8 EFFECT OF EXTERNAL TANK NOSE CONFIG ON ORBITER PRESSURESP BETA = 0O +4
"AC = '.200 A _rA = .000 X/L = .295 AGE 42
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA
(RF3F05) IAS9 01 T4 SI P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000(RF3F04 I IA69 01 T4 SI P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES 4.000
CRF3FO]J IA69 01 TI SI P2 PS ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000
ERF3F03] IA69 01 Ti SI P2 P6 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES 4.000
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FIG 8 EFFECT OF EXTERNAL TANK NOSE CONFIG ON ORBITER PRESSURES. BETA = 0. +4
M~AC = 1.200 ALPHA = .000 X/L = .349 PAGE .43
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA
(RF3FO0 I AS9 01 T4 SI P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000
(RF3F04) ] IA69 01 T4 SI P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES 4.000
RF-3FOI 0 IA69 01 T1 Si P2 PS ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000(RF3F03) A69SS 01 T1 S P2 PS ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES 4.000
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FIG 8 EFFECT OF EXTERNAL TANK NOSE CONFIG ON ORBITER PRESSURES. BETA = 0o +4
MACH = 1.200 ALPHA = .000 X/L = .388 PAGE :44
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA
(RF3F05) IA69 01 T4 Sl P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000
tRF304 ) IA69 01 T4 Sl P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES 4.000
CRF3FO! I IA69 01 TI SI P2 P6 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000(R3 03) IA9 01 TI Si P2 PS ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES 4.000
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA
CRF3F05) Q IA69 01 T4 Sl P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000(RF3FC)4 3 IA69 01 T4 SI P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES 4.000
(RF3FCI IA69 01 TI SI P2 PS ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000CRF3FC3) IAS9 01 TI Sl P2 P6 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES 4.000
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FIG 8 EFFECT OF EXTERNAL TANK NOSE CONFIG ON ORBITER PRESSURES9 BETA = 0 +4
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DATA SET SYMBOL CO NFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA
C RF3F05) IASG 01 T4 Sl P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000(RF3F04) IAS9 01 T4 Sl P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES 4.000
tRF3FOI) IA69 01 TI SI P2 PS ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000(RF3; 03) IA69 01 T1 SI P2 P6 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES 4.000
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA
(RF3F05) Q IAS 01 T4 Si P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000[RF3F04) ] IA69 01 T4 SI P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES 4.000CRF3FCI ) IA69 01 TI Si P2 PS ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000(RF3FC3) IA69 01 TI S1 P2 PS ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES 4.000
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA
SRF3FOS) IA69 01 T4 SI P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000[RF3F04) 1IA69 01 T4 Sl P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES 4.000(RF3FO ] IAS69 01 TI Sl P2 PS ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000
[RF3F03) IA69 01 TI SI P2 P6 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES 4.000
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA
(RF3F05I) IA69 01 T4 SI P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000
t RF3F04) 3 A9 01 T4 SI P2 P7 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES 4.000
( RF3FOI ) IA69 01 TI Sl P2 PS ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000(RF3F03) IA69 01 TI Si P2 P6 ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES 4.000
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MAC-i = 1.200 .2PHA 4.000 x...I- - )..%.. .. . .
SYML MACH 2Y/9 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 1.0te .534 -4.230 BETA .000 ELEVON .000
O I.220 RLDER .000 SPDBRK .000
BFLAP .000
DATA SET SYMBOL CNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON RUCER
(RF3UOI OPEN IASS 01 TI SI P2 PS VING LPPER S9.RAC PRESS. .0000 .0000 .0000
. ... ........ I ... -... 2 -- --- t -...............
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SYM. MAOe 2vY/ ALPHA PAR~ETRIC VALLES
O 1.07e .700 -4.230 BETA .000 ELEVN .000
S 1.220 RUDDER .000 SPBRK .000
90FLAP .000
DATA ST SYMB?. COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEV0J RUDDER
(F3UDI ] OPEN IASS 01 TI SI P2 PS VING PPER SURFACE P(ESS. .000 .000 00 .0000
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FIG 9 EFFECT OF MACH NUMBER ON ORBITER PRESSURE LOADING
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SYMB O 4C 2Yv/ ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
O 1.079 .sW4 -. 030 BETA .000 ELEVIN .000
0 1.220 RULDER .000 SPOBRK .0000BFLAP .000
DATA SET SYMBL CONFIGURATI OESCRIPTISN BETA ELEV1N RUOER
(RF3U01 OPEN IAS9 01 Ti St P2 PS VWING LPPER SURFACE PESS. .0000 .0000 .0000
. . . . . . . . . . . .. .
. . . . . . . . . ..
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S 'M? MACH 2Y/9 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
S 1.07re .780 -. 030 BETA .000 ELEVON .000
o 1.220 RFU0ER .000 SPDBRK .000
90FLAP .000
DATA SET SYMBOL CFIGIRATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON RULDER
(RF32DI OPEN IAGS 01 T SI P2 PS VING PPER SURFACE PRESS. .0000 .0000 .0000
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SYL MACH 2Y/8 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
O 1.078 .534 4.000 BETA .000 ELEVON .000
0 1.220 RUER .000 SPeBRK .000
BLAP .000
DATA SET SYIL CF!SWIRATION 0ESCRPTIO BETA ELEVON RUDER
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SYMB1 MACH 2Y/ ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 I.ao7 .78w 4.000 BETA .000 ELEVON .000
S I.220 RUOER .000 SPDRK .000
BOFLAP .000
DATA SET SYnB. CONFIURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON RULOER
(RF31 I OPEN IAS 01 TI S P2 PS IN UPPER SURFACE PRES. .0000 .0000 .0000
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SYMBOL MACH xC ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
O 1.07 .000 -4.230 BETA .000 ELEVON .000
o 1.220 RUDDER .000 SPCBRK .000
B0FLAP .000
DATA SET SYMBQO CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON RUDDER
C(RF3UI 3) OEN I AS 01 TI SI P2 PS VIN ULPPER SURFACE PSS. .0000 .0000 .0000
1.4 f - 1 -11'
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SYPOL MACH X/C ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 . .0 -4.230 BETA .000 ELEVON .000
O I.220 RUDoER .000 SPRK .000
0FLAP .000
DATA SET SYM9L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIN BETA ELEV1N RUDER
(RF3U013 OPEN IASS 01 TI S P2 PS VIN UPER SURFACE PRESS .0000 .0000 .0000
1. 6 --- ---- -- -- ?- T - I -!-- -- - ----- --- t1--- r " -"t -71 1 I 1 t I- - I '1
.... .... .... .... ... ... . .... .. .. ..
1.2
. . . . _ _ . ._ * . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1.2 *--*t . _ _ _ -_ _ _
- .8 _ , . . . ._ .. _: i I_ I _
6 -L. . .. .. .z .6
LL.S. .. . . .. . . ...
S i -
..6 . . . . .__...... . .. . . . .
-. 8 ..
-. 0 0 .1 .2 3 4 5 .6 .7 . .. .
SPANWISE LOCATION ON ORBITER WING SURFACE, 2Y/B
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sYe MC x/C ALPHA PARAETRIC VALUES
0 1.078 .1so -4.230 BETA .000 ELEVONI .00
O 1.220 RUDER .000 SPOBR .000
B9FLAP .000
DATA SET SYMB.. COFI.GURATIN DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVMN RUDDER
(FF3U0 3 OPEN IA69 01 TI SI P2 PS VING UPPER SURFACE PSS. .0000 .0000 .0000
1.24 --- - i
.4 .. . . ... . ... . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . i . .
. . . . T .. .. . . . . . . . . . ... . .
.2 i
S . ... .... .... ... .... .... .... . ... ... ....
S. _ . . ._ _ ._ . . . .. . . . .
. . . . . . . . 2 . . .3 . . . . . .
u .2
SNS T N O I . ... B
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SYM. MACH x/C ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALLES
O 1.o07 .400 -4.230 BETA .000 ELEVON .000
S 1.220 RUDDER .000 SPBRK .000
BOFLAP .000
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGUATIN DESCRIPTION BETA ELEV I RUDDER
tRF3U0I I OPEN IA9 01 TI SI P2 PS VING LPPER SURFACE PRESS. .0000 .0000 .0000
1.4 __.. .._.____ I. . . . .I
. . . . . . . .. . . .. .... . . .. . . . . -
. . . . , . . . . i . . . -. . . .*- i- - - -.. . . -.. . . . -- -- - - - - .- .
Si .t . . -. .
L .20 .2 . .... . .. .........
-. 4
-.8 ' .... . .... .. . . .
. . .... ... . ... .. .
0 . .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 . .7 .8 .9 1.
SPANWISE LOCATION ON ORBITER WING SURFACE, 2Y/B
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sYet. MACH X/C ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 1.078 .725 -4.230 BETA .000 ELEVN .000
o] 1.220 RUDDER .000 SPRK .000
BOFLAP .000
DATA SET SYBOL8 CCFIG.RATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVN RUDER
RF3U1 I PEN IA69 01 TI Si P2 PS VING UPPER SURFACE P SS. .0000 .0000 .0000
4 -- - -------------- ---
- - - - 
--
1.2 -' -- j--j-t-- - ------ - --- ---- -
1.0
. .
. . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - -
t.4
S. .. I . . . . .-1.2 -- . ---- ..
a. . . . . . . .
-. 4 . . . . . . . ... .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . I . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.,4 i 1 r I - " ------ --- -i---- -------
-.. 
7 7 7 .. T1. 1.. . . .-.
.... . .. . .. .
•0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 6 7 .8 .9 .
SPANWISE LOCATION ON ORBITER WING SURFACE, 2Y/B
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SY~. MACH x/C ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALLES
O 1.078 .S0 -4.230 BETA .00O ELEVON .000
0 1.220 9RUDER .000 SP0BF .000
BE LAP .000
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIORATIN DESCRIPTIeN BETA ELEVON RUODER
(L 31O3 OPEN IA89 01 TI Si P2 PS VING UPPER SIRFACE PRESS. .0 . x0000 .0oc0x
1.6 . .' !
S . . ..
1.4
-.
• -- °' °-'- ° "t- - - -* * * * * ... . ..* • * * * * * * * .
-
- .8~ - I -i --- --- i --- ---
S.4.
1.2 ....... ....... .. ....
11 .. .. . 4 . * .7. .. . .
S .8 i. .... ............... .....
-.
,..,
..2 . . . . .. . . . . .
. . . . . ..___... .. . .. . . . ._ . .-- -- -.- --. .... - . . ... i ---.-. . . . . .-
-. 6 -______----+----- ------- ;
-. . .0 1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 '.8 i
SPANWISE LOCATION ON ORBITER WING SURFACE. 2Y/B
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SYMBL MACH x/C ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALES
0 1.078 .000 -. 030 BETA .000 ELEVON .000
[ 1.20 RUD0ER .000 SPOBRK .000
B0FLAP .000
DATA SET SYMvB COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON RUDDER
(RF3U01 OPEN ISA6 01 TI Sl P2 PS VING LPPER SURFACE PRESS. .0000 .0000 .0000
. . . .. .... ... .... .. . . ... . .
1.4 T .. -- .... ~ ---.-- i--.. ---.---.--.--.---------.-- -. -.- .- -.... . . .' ..
1 .2
S. . .... ..... . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . .
1 . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . .L 1 .8 , . - . . ..- ~ -- - ... .. * ..... - -.-. - --. - . ' . .
. . . ,8 . . .r . . . . . • • . . . . . . . .i- . . . .- 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. - 1-





- .8.4!l *2 -- - !----.---- - - : - -,  ... .....
.. . .5 . . ...
. . ... . . .. . .. - i . . ..-- -; -- --- i . . . . - --- . . . .
SYPL MACH X/C ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 1.078 .050 -. 030 BETA .000 ELEVON .000
1 .220 RUOER .000 SP0RK .000
BOFLAP .000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIO ESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON RULOER
(FF3.~O1 3 CPEN IA9 01 TI SI P2 PS VING PPER SURFACE PRESS. .0000 .0000 .0000
1 e6 ----- ------- v---- -1-- --- r------I ------ r- y-- T----r-- -i--- - r-l t- I I i - I I I I I tI I "1
... ........... .... ... .. .... . ...... ..........
.................. .... ......... ........
1 .
1.2 i. , .... .
.. .... .... .... .... .... ..................
... .... ..... .... .... ...1 .0 i----.--.- ...----.----.-- ------ -- --- -..................
. . .. . . .. -----...--..--.-. -- ---. -v-.--. 1 .-.--. - - .. .- -. . ..
S.
.. ~2. .4 .5 . .7. . ......
LL. . ..
. . .._ . ... . . . . . . . . . .-- ------ - . . . .w .. ... . ............. .
...-.4. . .. . . .. . ... - . -.-.-- q- .-- ---------- --------
. . . L.. . N. .. .S R C . 2
. . . .. . ..... o. . . . . . . . . ...
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . ... . . . . . . . .
. . . .. . . . 7. 8. . ...
SPANWISE LOCATION ON ORBITER WING SURFACE. 2Y/B
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s?4CL MACH X/C ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 1.078 .1I -.030 BETA .000 ELEVO .0000 1.220 RUDER .000 SP0 RK .000
B0FLAP .000
DATA SET SYMBL CO NIGLRATIN DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON RUMER(1F3UDI OPEN IAS9 01 TI S P2 PS VING PPER SURFACE PESS. .0000 .0000 .0000
1.4 - -- -- ---- - ---- --- I----- - -----I  ---- .-i ~--- -- - - I-- I I I I - I I t
. .
. . ...
. - -. . . . . . .. . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
. .. . . .. . . . . .
1..0 . . . . . . . .... . .. .. . .
1 . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .
. . . . . . ... 
' -
.. -. ...






- . r ' ' - - - - -
.2 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 8 .9 .
SPANWISE LOCATION ON ORBITER WING SURFACE. 2Y/B
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SYMB&L MACH X/C ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 1.07 .A -. 030 BETA .000 ELEVON .000
0] 1.220 RLUCE .000 SP9RK .000
90FLAP .000
DATA SET SYMFL C FIG.IRATIO3N OESCRIPTI1N BETA ELEVON RLUDER
(RF3 I 3O PEN A69 01 TI St P2 PS VIN L PPER RFACE PRESS. .0000 .0000 .0000
1.6 -" r--'-- -t-' r--'-f ----- ------- ----t- - '- ' -' --- 'i I ' ' ' ' I
.. . ." " . . . . . . . . . ! . . . i . . . . .






Z .2 _ _...*.. . ..... ....
_ _ ._.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
...!........... .................... .................
u .2- i . ... _° '  ° ° .. . . . .... . .. . .... 
. --- - ---2-
-.4.1
- .
I., •__ ___ _ _ . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. i.. .
-1.0 I .. . i ... .
.0 1 .2 .3 .4 .5 . 7 . .9
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SYM. MACH X/C ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 1.078 .725 -. 030 BETA .000 ELEVN .000
S 1.220 RUDDER .000 SPDBK .000
90FLAP .000
DATA SET SY9B~ COFIIGURAT11N DESICIPTIN BETA ELEVON RUDDER
(RF3U013 CPEN IAS9 01 TI SI P2 PS VINGO LPPER SURFACE PRESS. .0000 .0000 .0000
1.24 - -
. ..______ . . . . . . . . . . . . .._ _ i . . . . . . .._i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-
S.2 . . . . .......................
. . . .. . . . . . . . . 2 . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . .
. . . . . . . . .... I . . . ... . . . . . i . ..- . . .
1.0
r + . . .... ' . . . . ... .. ... . .
4 .-
0 . . . . . . . . . ... I .
.. .. . . . . . .. . .S-1.0 . .- .-- -" ° ° ' " ' ' ' , ,i . .
0 1 .2 • '.4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.
SPANWISE LOCATION ON ORBITER WING SURFACE. 2Y/B
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YOn. MACH X/C ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
O 1.079 .9X -. 30 BETA .000 ELEVN .000
o 1.220 RUER .000 SPBRK .000
B9FLAP .000
DATA SET SYMBL CO1IGURATION DES CIPTION BETA ELEVN RUDDER
(RF3UOI) OPEN IA69 01 TI Si P2 P IN PPER SURFACE PRESS. .0000 .0000 .0000
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * - -
.1..0 . . . .. . . . .
... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . -
1.4 .. . . ...------- - - - - - - -
....................... 1... ................'. . . .......... ... ......... .....1.2
0 .8 . . .
z .6 ___ ..............
w .. .... .... .... ........ .... .... . ..
L. .. ..
w . . .1 . . ... . . . .7 .
P.4 L.. . .. .. . . .. .N .U. .C . 2Y/ .
D 
0 .4. . . .
. I .... . . . . . ... . . . . ..
. . .. . . . . . . .. . . ... . ._ _
-. 2 3
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>1 4 -i1it-----~-- - ---
.1 .2 3 .4 . .6 .7.8 iK+
SPANWISE ! LOCATIN ON OBITER ISUAC.2/
FIG ( ( 9 ( ... EFEC F AH UME O RBTR RESRELADN
.6~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ PG 168----- --- -i-----i----
SY43L MACH x/C ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
O 1.078 .000 4.000 BETA .000 ELEVCN .00
E 1.220 RDUER .000 SPDERK .000
BDFLAP .000
DATA SET SYB CNFI .URATI ON DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON RUDOER
(RF3ULJ0I PEN IAG6 01 TI S P2 P VING PPER SURFACE PRESS. .0000 .0000 .0000
1I - I I --- I I I I I I
* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
1.2 - ---- -- ---S.... .... i - -.... -.... ..
.. 4
. _. . . . . ._. .. _. . . . . ,. . . . . . .
. . . . .V.. . . . . .  .. . .
) .8
z0 .1. .".. . .
S * N TGC
. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ... . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
0 1
_ ... . . . .
. . . .
. .
. .. . ..
a. . 2 ." I " "" .. .i. . . . .
-. 6 -....
-. 8 .. . . . .
. i. .. .... . . . .. ..... . .. ... i ... i- - i - - - - - i - -- i ... .. .. .. ..i-
-. e 0
.0 .2 ,3 4 ' 5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1
SPANWISE LOCATION ON ORBITER WING SURFACE, 2Y/B
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Sn KAcH xc ALPHA PARAETRIC VALUES
0 I.o78 .o0 4.000 BETA .000 ELEVON .000
S .220 RODDER .000 SPD9RK .000
90FLAP .000
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATIO ODESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON RUDDER
(RF3UI 3 OPEN IAS9 01 TI St P2 PG VIN'LUPPER SURFACE PRESS .0000 .0000 .0000
. .
1. . . . . . . .-- - ---. -
. .. . .. . . . .. .. . .. . .. ...... . . ... .
1.2 U . . ...........
I....
1.0 .1 .2 .3 .4 . .5 . .7 .8 .9 1 1. "
-. 4 . . . . . . .. . . . .. . ....
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SYtree MACn X/ ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALLES
O 1.n .wso 4.o0 BETA .000 ELEVON .000-
o I.220 RIUER .000 SP9 .000
I0FLAP .000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONIGRATI N OESCRIPTIN BETA ELEV RLOOER(F3U01 OPEN IASS 01 TI SI P2 PS VINO LPPER SLUACE PRSS. .0000 .0000 .0000
1 .4i . .. . . . -i . - - -. .. - . . . .
1.2 4-. .1.0
_.2. . . .-
. . . . . . .... . . .
-. 4 . . ..




. . . . . .
S .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9
SPANWISE LOCATION ON ORBITER WING SURFACE. 2Y/B
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SYPIM MACH x/C ALPHA PARAMETRC VALUES
0 I.0n .400 4.000 BETA .000 ELEVON .000
[ 1.220 RUDER .000 SP08RK .000
BoLAP .000
DATA SET SYPMOL CFSIG.RATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON RUER
SRF3UO 3 OPEN IASS 01 TI SI P2 P6 VING UPPER SUFACE PRESS. .0000 .0000 .0000
1- t-" ------- t-,-- --17- ---- w--,-- t----t--lr- -- '--l--'-'*---!--- I --t I I " I I I I I I I i I I I I '1
1.4 ...
. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ..1.4 i ...
.0
1 .2 . . . . . .. . . .
a .. ..
S.....
4 . . . .. . . .
u .2
.2 .. . .. . . . .. . ... . . ...
-. 20--,
-.
--.. .  .. ... .. .. .. ... . . . ....
-. 8 ... ....:::: is-- - .- - i-7
.O .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .9 1
SPANWISE LOCATION ON ORBITER WING SURFACE, 2Y/B
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SY MACH X/C ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 1.07o .725 4.000 BETA .000 ELEVON .000C] 1.220 RER .000 SPOBR .000
BOFLAP .000
DATA SET SYMBOL CIFIGORATION DESCIPTION BETA ELEVN RUDDER
tRF UX.I 3 OPEN IA9 01 TI SI P2 PS WING LPPER SURFAc PiS. .0000 .0000 .0000
. ..' ....... ' . ..... .... . .
1. 
. .. . .
. . .
.
1.4 - - - - ------- -.... ... ...... . . .............
. . .* * . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . .. .
. . i.... ..... ...
1 . . . . - .. . . . . . .... .... .....
: -.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4............ ..... j: --------------- ---- - -- - -; --- ...L.L .4
_ _ _ _ . ._ 
. . . . . . . .. .
-.2
.
, , • , ' '
I . .8 .2 . ... t-. . . . --- I
1 .2 .3 .4 5 . .7 .8 ' ' ' '
SPANWISE LOCATION ON ORBITER WING SURFACE. 2Y/B
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SVYMP MACH x/C ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
S 1.07 .950 4.000 BETA .000 ELEVON .000
S 1.220 RUDDER .000 SPCO .000
BDFLAP .000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON RUDDER
( RF3U01) PEN IAS9 01 TI S P2 PS VINO PPER SRFACE PRESS. .0000 .0000 .0000
I* 1- -r- - - -- r--v ---r r-- ---t- - -- -r- 1--e-t-a--s--- i - i t -- t t i i ts t
.4 . . ... .. . . ... .. ....... . . ..





. . . . .... .... .... . . . . . . . -.....
- .6 .2 ...i . : :: : : : : : :
-. 8 41--
.0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 .0
SPANWISE LOCATION ON ORBITER WING SURFACE, 2Y/B
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rIBO MAC 2y/8 AL..HA PARAMETRIC VALLES
0 1.07 .534 -4.230 BETA .000 ELEVON .000O . 1.220 RUDER .000 SPOBRK .000
0BFLAP .000
DATA SET MSY CNFIGULRATION DESCRIPTI1 BETA ELEVON RFDER
(RF3L.01 OPEN IA69 01 TI SI P2 PS VING LOVER SRFACE PRESS. .0000 .0000 .0000
1.6 -, --- - --- -,- --- . .-,
1 . .. .....................................S... ..... .... 1 . ..... i .........1.4 r .... i + ] - 7 T 7. . -..... ......-
............... ....... ... ... . .... ..... .....  . . ...........
10
... . . . . . . . . .. ... . . . . . .
* -----.--- ..-.- -
LL''' , ' ' ' I 
. " r . .
.... .:** -,** :...
" . .... . . .. .. . . . . . . -
- .4 I. I _. . . .
. .. ... . .I .- - . ------..------------- --.---..
..T . .ON .. .. SE
-. . .... .. 
. .... 
.. . i .i . ...
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SY LMAH 2Y/9 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 1.078 .780 -4.230 BETA .000 ELEVON .000
O 1.220 RUDCER .000 SPOBRK .000
BOFLAP .000
DATA SET SYfM CNFIGURATIN DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON RUOER
(RF3L01O OPEN IAS9 01 TI SI P2 PS WING LOVER SURFACE PSS. .0000 .0000 .0000
1.6 r -, ,.- --- iv-- ,--r-t--r-r-r T--v--r---------1 . - , -- I , , I , , , 1 V - ,
1 .. . . . . . . . .. . *. . . . . .. . .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 





" i i I
-1 .0-.1 .0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 . 7 .8 .9 i
. ..°. . . . . . . . . .
0 2 + . , !
SYMO. MACH 2vY/ ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
O 1.078 .534 -. Oo BETA .000 ELEVO .00
o 1.220 RUDER .000 SPBRK .000
BODLAP .000
DATA SET SYMB1L CONFIURATION ESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON RLO ER
( F3L01 2 PEN IA69 01 TI SI P2 PS VIN LOVER SURFACE PRESS. .0000 .0000 .0000
lo 'T--. ~r - - -r-r - ----- 1 -- 1- -T- - --- 11 -- 1- - - - -- - - t I I I I I I "
1 .. .. . .. . . . ... . . ... .
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
............................ 
..... .........
**6** * . ... i..... . ... . -
4 -
........................ . -
0 - ____1 "2_ ____t
-. 4
-1. 0 . 1  .0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 7 .8 .9 1
CHORDWISE LOCATION ON ORBITER WING SURFACE. X/C
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PARAmETRIC VALUES
0 M.oA7 .70I -A. BETA .0 ELEVON .000
0 1 .07o RUDOER .000 SP9RK .000S .2BLAP 
.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CSNIGURATION DSCRIPTION BETA ELEVoN RLER
(C301) PEN IASS 01 TI SI P2 PS VING LOVER SURFACE PRESS. .0000 .0000
1*21 .2 . ... . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .
*---- * --  *--- t * -
I .
 4 _ _ 4. " . . ... ... -
. . . . . . .. . * "" _ _ • • . * .
.2 . . . . . . . . . . . Iu- .
S........ ................-.....--............--
S........ .............................. ..... • ...
1 . 0 . . . . .. . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .
S. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
o .2 .... .... ................ . ...... .... .
.




... . . . . . . . .... . : .. . .. . .
•s . . . . . . . . .
1 . .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 9
CHORDWISE LOCATION ON ORBITER WING SURFACE. X/C
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SYi.L MACH 2Y/9 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 1.079 .534 4.000 BETA .000 ELEVON .000] 1.220 RXDER .000 SPOBRK .000
90FLAP .000
DATA SET SYMB1L C OFIGRATION CESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON RUDDER(RF3L01) OPEN IA69 01 TI Sl P2 PS VING LOVER SURACE PRESS .0000 .0000 .0000
I--= r-. I I I , I I . o . f . . . . . .I-. --T ---- -I f -- . I I I I I I I I I" I I
1.4 . . .. . . I....
. ... .... ......... .... .... . .... ........ i....
...1.-. -.. T
. .
w! I. .i ... .
- .4 I
I -._
1 .1 . 2 . 3 .••.7 . .9 1 -.
.0 ' . ... . . . . .. .. . . .
4 5 . . .8 . . 9
..
CHORDWISE LOCATION ON ORBITER WING SURFACE. X/C
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SYMBE MACH 2Y/1 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALLIES
0 1.7e .780 4.000 BETA .000 ELEVN .000
0 1.220 RIUER .000 SPOBRK .000
BOFLAP .000
DATA SET SYMBL CONFIGRATION ESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON RLOUER
(RF3LOI) OPEN IA69 01 Ti St P2 PS VING LOVER SURFACE SS. .0000 .0000 .0000
1 .6 ' T -  . . . . . .- V-Fr- -T-- -- -,F 7 T Y 7T - - - I 1 " t1 1 - ' 'I , , ' ' '
0. . . . .. ._.. . . . :. . . . . . : : I
............................... ..




S .0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .7 .8 .9
.4
I T0 .I
CHORDWISE LOCATION ON ORBITER WING SURFACE. X/C
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SYMBL MADCH X/C ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 1.08 .050 -4.230 BETA .000 ELEVN .000
0 1.20 RUODER .000 SP9RK .000
B-LAP .000
DATA SET SYME9. CONFIGURATION OESCRIPT13N BETA ELEVN RUOER
(RF3L01 OPEN IA6 01 TI S P2 PS VING LOVER SUACE PRESS. .0000 .000 .0000
.1 .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ..
. .. 
_ . . . . .. . . . . . . .
S. . . . . . . .
1 .0 - .. . .._. .. . .. .. . . . . . .
1.0 ..-.---
S. . . .. . .. . .. ..
. .4 ...- .--. -I i
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
w . . . .
.
. . . . . . . .. 
. . . . . . ..
.
.2
.4 ".'° J ' ' ' ' .' ' ° ." .° .. ..
m . . .. . I. .. .... . . . . ..
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SYMi MAOCH x/C ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALLES
O 1.078 .50so -4.230 BETA .000 ELEV1N .000
0 1.220 RLUOER .00 SPOBRK .000
BYFLAP .000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFISRATION DESCR PT 13 BETA ELEVO1 RLCDER
C(RF3L01) OPEN IA69 01 TI St P2 PS VING LOVER SURFACE PRESS. .0000 .0000 .0000
* . . . . . . . .
. . . . . .... ..... .....I . . . . . . . . . . . . .
S.2
.*. . . . . .- ----. ... .-----. . .. . . . . .
-.4
S . , ... ....
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . .
....0I . . 2. .. 4 .. . . . ..
_ ._._. . . . . . . . .. .
. . . . . . .. .. . . . .
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.o ... 1 .... ..... ... .... .... .... ...-- --  .
. .. . IS ° , , , , , I , , , ON' . . ..TE W IN .......I ,
SeOL MAC4 x/C ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALLESO 1 .07 .4oo -4.230 BETA .000 ELEVON .000
o 1.220 RUDOER .000 SPDBRK .000
sOFLAP .000
DATA SET SYMBOL C5NFIGURATION OESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON RLCODER(RF3L01 OI PEN IAS9 01 TI Si P2 Pr VING LOVER SLRFACE PRESS. .0000 .0000 .0000
° ' "" . ' .. . .. . ... .1 i ... .. ..- ---- ---  - .- - .. ..
1 .2 4 * . . ". . .. .. ...... .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .i
1.. . .
-- - -
. -...I . . ,- . . .
1.0 ~..
Z . 8 - - -.. .. ..
Z .6 -.i . . . . . . . . . . . . .. -- . ..-.---. - --. ............. 
S. . . . . .. . .. .. . .. .
I-f
u .2
-. 4 ______ - -. -.-
S . .. .. . .. 
S,. .. . ... .. o .. .. . 6 .7 .8 .9 . 0
SPANWISE LOCATION ON ORBITER WING SURFACE. 2 Y/B
Ix -i I I I . . . . . . . . . . . . .
-.4E 183
. . . . . . . .." .'. . .° o . . .
.0 .1 '2 ,3 .4 .5 6 .8 9 1.
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SYMBOL MACH X/C ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 1.07 .725 -4.230 BETA .000 ELEVON .000
0 1.220 RUDDER .000 SPORK .000
BOFLAP .000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIG RATION DESCIPTION BETA ELEVON RUDDER
(RF3L01) OPEN IA69 01 T1 SI P2 PS VING LOVER SURFACE PRESS. .0000 .0000 .0000
1.4 . .T . ... ..-...i
1.2
. ... . ........................ .........
. . . . _ _. . . ._ . . . . . . . . . .
.. . .
L L .4 . o. ..
. . . . . . ..._ _. . . . . . .._. . . . . . : . j. .. ..
. . .. . . .. .
:SPANW.S. LOC.T ION .... I.... .. I G .. 2Y/
w .. ... . .. ........ . ....
!-. . . .. i . ._. ._. . .. . . . . . . . ..SI -.--.--I. ....
.o 1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 8 1.
SPANWISE LOCATION ON ORBITER WING SURFACE, 2Y/B
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SYPI. MACH X/C ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALES
0 I.07 .a -4.230 BETA .000 ELEV1 .000O 1.220 RUDDER .000 SPDBRK .000
BeLAP .000
DATA SET SYnMSL CWFIGURATION DESCRIPTeIS BETA ELEVON RUDDER
(RF3L.I OPEN IA69 01 TI S P2 PS VI LER SURFCE PRESS. .0000 .0000 .00 00
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SYMBO MACH X/C ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
O 1.078 .00 -. BETA .000 ELEVON .000
S t .220 RUDDER .000 SPBRK .000
90FLAP .000
DATA SET SY9OL COFIGLRATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON RUDDER
CRF3L 0 OPEN IAS6 OI'TI SI P2 PS VING LOVER SURFACE PRESS. .0000 .0000 .0000
1.6 '7777 -1 - 7 -7 7 - T T --- --r--r- *rnT T T -- T- - - I - -I I 1 -- -I I I -1
a -8
166. . ... . . . .YVF .° 7 .. . ...
. .. . . . . . . . . .... . ..
* I
S.6. .. . . . . . . .w
.0
. .2.w 7
.. .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 ... . . . .. .
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . °.. . . ° .6 . .. . . . . . . .
. .. ... .. . . . . . . .
.6
U ' .0 2. 3. 4 . . o. . o .o. .. ,
FIG 9 EFFECT OF MACH NUMBER ON ORBITER PRESSURE LODING
SYB. MA4 X/C ALPHA PARA ETRIC VALUES
0 1.078 .150 -. 030 BETA .000 ELEVON .000
3 1.220 RUDDER .000 SPOBRK .000
BDFLAP .000
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATION OESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON RUDDER
[ RF301 OPEN IASS 01 TI Si P2 PS VIN LOWER SURFACE PRESS. .0000 .0000 .0000
1 .6 I -I I I I I A --I I I I
1.2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .... t . .... ....---.-------- -..--. . .. ......... ..........
S .8
.....
L o4 .. .. .... .... .... .... ..... .... ...
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SPANWISE LOCATION ON ORBITER WING SURFACE. 2Y/B
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SYMBOL MACH X/C ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALLES
0 1.078 .400 -. 030 BETA .000 ELEVON .000
[] 1.220 RUER .000 SPOBRK .000
B0FLAP .000
DATA SET SYMBPL CONFIR~ATIN DEr IPTION BETA ELEVON RUDER
(RF3L01] 3 EN IAGS 01 TI SI P2 PS VINO LOVER SURFACE PRESS. .0000 .0000 .0000
1.4 ....... .............
1 2 --- -- . .---- -----. . . .-. .-.- I * - -.. - . . . . . . -.. -
1 0 i _ .' . . ... . ... ...:. .
. . . .. .. . .. . . . . .
u .2
W . . . . . . . . ..
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-. . . . .. .. ...............
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-. 4 . . . . . . . . . . . .SURACE I SY/
SYBOv MACH X/C ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
O 1."0 .725 -.030 BETA .000 ELEVON .000
S t1.220 RUDDER .000 SPOBRK .000
BOFLAP .000
DATA SET SYMBOI CONFISIRATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVN RULOER
([F3L01 CPPEN IASS 01 TI Si P2 PS VING LOVER SURFACE PRSS. .0000 .0000 .0000
1 6 -- P t ----- - --- -- ---- r-------- -- v------i - - - -* * - * * * - * * .
I I
.8 -
Z. .2 ---- .
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SYM MACH X/C ALA PARAMETRIC VALLES
0 1.078 .950 -.030 BETA .000 ELEVON .00O] .220 RUlOER .000 SPORK .00
BOFLAP .000
DATA SET SYMBOL. COfIrGRATIaN DES IPTION BETA ELEVON RUDDER
RF'3L01 OPEN IAS9 01 TI St P2 PS VING LOVER SURFACE PRESS. .0000 .00 .0CO
1. 4 -- -- - - 1- ---- "---- --- ----- r -- --- . , . ... .. .. -I i ' I i i - -I I1.4 '7. . ..... .........
.. . ..... .... .... .....
.... * ** ..... .... ....... . ... ....
... .... . ................ .
S. . . .. ........ . . . . . . . . .
U)J. . . . ...o. . . . . .
.. . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
-.2 i ..... .... . ..... . . 1: :: :
- .2 -- +-i--r ~ i-----1--- i~- ------ - --- - - -
-
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- 1 . . . . . . . . . ., ° ° ° o . ° o .. o o ° ° o o
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SPANWISE LOCATION ON ORBITER WING SURFACE. 2Y/B
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SYSaOL MACH x/C ALPHA PARAETR IC VALUES
O 1.07 .050 4.000 BETA .000 ELEVON .00CT
[] 1.220 RUOER .000 SP08RK .000
B0FLAP .000
DATA SET SYMOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON RLDER
(RF3L01) OPEN IASS 01 TI St P2 PS VING LOVER SURFAC PRESS. .0000 .OOO .0000
1.4 i t f - - - 1- 1- r-I 4 4 I I I I I I 4 I I U1 ,4 t----T--v- v "-----r --- T r ----------- --------- -- v - t • I
1. .i . .. . .. ......... .
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PARAMETRIC VALLES
Syev MACH X/C ALPA BETA .000 ELEVON .000
0 1."'8 .150 4.000 RLU)ER .000 SP .000
[] 1.220 BJLAP .000
DATA SET SYMBOL C1ISJRATION DESCRIPTIO, BETA ELEVON RUDDER
RF3L0] OPEN IA69 01 TI S1 p P6 VING LOVER SURFACE P~SS. 
.0000 .0000
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .
. . .. . . . .
1 . .--: .... j .....1 .i . ......
.6 .. . . . . . .. . *
..8 ..
z1
S *. . . . .. . .. .. . .
.. 
. . . .
. .
-. 2
C . . .
. ..
-94
.. ... . . .
.-. .0 1 .2 . 3 .4 .5 .6..
SPANWISE LOCATION ON ORBITER WING SURFACE, 2Y/B
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SYMBL MACH /C ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 1.078 .400 4.000 BETA .000 ELEVON .0000 1.220 oRUDO .000 SPBR .000
B0FLAP .000
DATA SET SYMBL CONFIURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON RU00ER(F3L..OI OPEN IA69 01 TI SI P2 PS VING LOVER SURFACE PSS. .0000 .0000 .0000
i . . ... --t'.--' -r---r---,---'--- -,-- - I-- 1 r- - v,-i , ,, , , ,,t t ,, ,, 1
1.2 .. . .. ....
.0 . . . . . . . .. . . * 
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SYMBOL MACH X/C ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 1.078 .725 4.000 BETA .000 ELEVON .000
3 1.220 RUDER .000 SPsRK .000
BOFLAP .000
DATA SET SYMBOL COSFIGURATION ESCRIPTION BETA ELEV1N RUOER
(RF3LO) OPEN IAS9 01 TI St P2 PS VING LOVER SURFACE PRES. .000 .0000 .0000
I - t --- *-- -- ----- I-- -- - ---- 1--- 
---- --- 
"
- -"--*----* * - * * * * * * * * t I * * I1.4 & .i zJ . .. . .. .
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PAGE 134
SYML MACH X/C ALPHA PARAETRIC VALUES
0 I.on .s50 4.000o BETA .000 ELEVON .000O 1.220 RUDER .000 SP0BRK .000
90FLAP .000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTI BETA ELEVON RUDDER
(RF3L0 OPEN IASS 01 TI S P2 PS VINO LOVER SURFACE PRESS. .000 .0000 .0000
S--- ---- --- -- T-- -- , --- - - I- - -- - - r - v-t 0-r- - - -1 r - I t 1 1 I 1 1
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SYMBL MA4 PHI ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 1.0 .000 -4.230 BETA .000 ELEVON .000
O 1.220 RUDDER .000 SPOBRK .000
90FLAP .000
DATA SET SYMB CONFIRATION DESCIPTION BETA ELEVON RLCDER
(w3F1 I BEN IA69 01 TI SI P2 PS ITER FUSELAGE PRESSES .0000 .0000 .0000
1.4 1
z e.
S o .. . .... * . **** * * * .. * 7
w
... .. . . . . .. . . -, .
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IV .m! MACH PHI MPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
o 1 o7s 40.000 -4.230 ETA .000 aEvr .00S 1.22 ER .om soe .000
80LAP .000
DATA SET SVIS. ClNFIL.RATIN OESCRIPTIaN BETA ELEVN RUIER
RF3Fr03 OPE IASS 01 TI S1 P2 P ORBITER USELAGE P SURE .0000 .0000 .0000
1.4
S. . . . ..
1.2
*. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
* * . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
. .* * *.** * * .* *. .... .. . 55.... . .. ...
-. . . . 5 . ".. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
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. . . .
. 0 °. . . . . . . . . . 0 .
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-. 8 __ -- ---- S--
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. .... . . ... . . . . .. ... . .. .. .
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- I L.-. ... L & .. ° .. ° . 0 * . . ° . .L .. .. . .-. .. .i
.0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 6 . .8 .9
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SYMM. MACH PHI ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 1.0M7 o0.000 -4.230 BETA .000 ELEVON .000
o 1.220 RUDDER .000 QPDBRK .000
90LAP .000
DATA SET SYMB COFIGURATION DESRPTION BETA ELEVON RUDDER
(RF3F0 CPEN IAS6 01 TI S P2 PS RITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .0000 .0000 .0000
1.2
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SYMBe MACH PHI ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 1.0e 1S0.000 -4.230 BETA .000 ELEVON .0000 1.220 FXER .000 SPOeDa .000
eaLAP .000
DATA SET SYM2BL COFIGStRATION 0ESC~IPTI BETA ELEVON RUDER
(W3F0I OPEN IASS 01 Ti S1 P2 PS RBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .0000 .0000 .0000
i.. . . .1.. . - 1.. .r . . . . . . ..- i. .. . . . * . . ... . .. . .
1.2 .. '
S:° ,° ,_1.0. ,._
S.46 . . . . .
. ° . . . . . . .____ -
- .- . . . . . . .
- .... ' ... . . .
x . . . . .... . . . . . . .. .. 8 .9 1.0
., ... . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . :: : :.. .
01 .2 .3 .4 .6 *7- - . 8
seyLa. H PHI ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
O 1.00 7 .000 -. 030 EETA .000 ELEVON .000
o 1.220 RUCoER 000 SPBRK .000
EFLAP .000
DATA SET SYPMBO CONFIIORATION DESCIPTION BETA ELEVON RLDER
1 .6 . -.- -'-- .--W -1---------~'- -"--'-'- --I - -t -  -'-'-  -- -, -i ! , I i I i I i,
t•F0l WEN IAG9 01 Ti St P2 PS ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .o .0 .0
. .. . . . . . . i . . . . ._ . . . . . . ..
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SYME MACW PHI ALPHA PARAMETRIC vALUES
O 1.076 40.000 -. 030 BETA .000 ELEV .000O I1.220 RmUER .000 SPDFRK .000
90FLAP .000
DATA SET SYMCL C FIGURATIN DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON RUDDER(F3FOI) OP EN IAGS9 01 TI St P2 PS CRBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .0000 .0000 .0000
. ... ........ ..... . .. ...
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SYMM. MACH PHI ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALLES
O 1.078 so.oo -. m030 BETA .000 ELEVON .000
S 1 .220 RUOER .000 SPDBRK .000
80FLAP .000
DATA SET SYP9L. CN1FIGURATICN ESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON RUDDER
RF0i OPEN IAS 01 TI Si P2 PS BITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .000 .0000 .0000
1.6 '7!-:4T
... . .. ... . .. . .... .. .
1.2
1.0 -' :-:-:" ... ..
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SYe. MACH P4HI ALPHA PARAPETRIC VALLES
0 1.07 to0.000 -. 030 BETA .000 ELVON .000C 1.220 RUDOR .000 SP0R .000
90FLAP .000
DATA ST SYMBOL CIIGU.RATION ESCRIPTION BETA ELEVWN RULDER
CI3FO0I OPEN IA69 01 TI St P2 PS OaSITER FUSELAGE ESSLRES .0000 .0000 .0000
1.4 
-- -------- ------ --- --
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SYMeL MADCH PHI ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 1.078 .000 4.000 BETA .000 ELEVON .000
S 1.220 RUDER .000 SPBRK .000
BIDLAP .000
DATA SET SPYMBOL CONFIGURATIO DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON RLUDER(RF3F03 OPEN lAS9 01 TI SI P2 PS ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSRES .0000 .0000 .0000
1.6 -- v-- r--1-- ---- - , - , , ,r--1-- ------------------r - -1- 1 -I1v - -I- r -I I - v- I I - I I I I I v
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SYP9o.L MACH PHI ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALLES
0 I.078 to.o00 4.000 BETA .000 ELEVON .000E 1.220 RUDDER .000 SPbRK .000
BDFLAP .000
DATA ST SYI. CONFIFORATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON RUDDERtRF3F01 3 IPEN IAS9 01 TI Sl P2 PG IRBTER FUSELAGE PRESSLRES .0000 .0000 .0000
1.6 "- .-- ,-r-T ---- -t---r-- ----- -- -- i----u - r -- - I - I " 1 ,I I t 1't 'IT
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SYMhL MACH PHI ALPHA PARAMETRIC VAL.ES
O 1.078 S0.o0 4.000 BETA .000 ELEVON .000
0l 1.220 RUDOER .000 SPDBRK .000
90FLAP .000
DATA SET SYP . CFIG.RATIN DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON RUIDER(RF3FOI CPEN IAS9 01 TI St P2 PS BITER FUSELAGE PRESSRES .0000 .0000 .0000
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SYMM MACH PHI ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 1.079 180o.oo 4.000 BETA .000 ELEVN .000
o 1.220 RUDE .000 SPOBR .000
BDFLAP .000
DATA SET SYMBOL CO NFIGURATI OESCRIPTION BETA ELEVCN RUIER(RF3F0I PEN JA9 01 TI S P2 PG 5M9ITER FUSELAGE PRESSRES .0000 .0000 .0000
1 .6 - -r-r---------r--r-r-r--r---r-T--r-r----r---r--- --r-r- .r---- --- r- - r--- 1 -1- r - I I I I
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SY MACH X/L ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 1.078 .182 -4.230 BETA .000 ELEVON .000
[ 1.220 RUDDER .000 SPOBK .000
B0FLAP .000
DATA SET SYMB9. CNFIG.RATIN ESeRIPTION BETA ELEVON RDDER
(F3FI I OPEN IASS 01 T1 S1 P2 PS C ITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .0000 .0000 .000
1.6 'T . '
1 .4 r--,--s-- ---- - -- - ----- ------- ----- ----------- -- -- -I I
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SYMBOL MACH X/L ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
O 1.o07 .25 -4.230 BETA .000 ELEVON .000
o 1.220 RUDER .000 S .000
B0FLAP .000
DATA SET SYMBL CFIGURATIJN DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON RULOER( R3FO1 ) PEN IA6S 01 TI SI P2 PS RBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .0000 .0000 .0000
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SYM- MACH X./L ALPHA PARAM~TRIC VALLES
0 1.07 .252 -4.230 BETA .000 ELEVON .000
O !.220 FRCDER .000 SPOBRK .000
B(LAP .000
OATA SET SYS. COFIOURATION DESCRPTION BETA ELEVON RUDOER
tRF3F01 13PEN IAS6 01 TI S P2 PS RBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .0000 .0000 .0000
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SYMEL MACH X/L ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
O 1.07 .295 -4.230 BETA .000 ELEVON .000O I.220 RUDER .000 SPORK .000
BFLAP .000
DATA SET SYMOL C1FIIRATION ESCRIPTI BETA ELEVN RUDDER
(F3F701) 0PEN IAS9 01 TI St P2 PS RBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .0000 .0000 .0000
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SYMO MAC4 /L ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
S 1.079 .349 -4.230 BETA .000 ELEVON .000
S 1.220 RULER .000 SPDBRK .000
BoFLAP .000
DATA SET SY9L COFIGU.RATION OESCRIPTION BETA ELEVa4 R~UDER(RF3FOl)3 PEN IAS9 01 TI St P2 PS MBITER FUSELAGE PRESSES .0000 .0000 .0000
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SVMCL MACH X/L ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 1.078 .3eB -4.23 BETA .000 ELEVON .000
o 1.220 RUER .000 SPOS .000
B0FLAP .000
DATA SET SYMBOL C1 FIORAt TION ESCRPTION BETA ELEVN RUDDER
t R~FO 3 BPEN IA9 01 TI St P2 PS ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .0000 .0000 .0000
1.4 -
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symO. MAcH X/L ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
O 1 .m .102 -. 030 BETA .000 ELEV1N .000
O I.220 RUDDER .000 SPDBRK .000
BOFLAP .000
DATA SET SYMBOL CF1IGRATIO OESCRIPTIN BETA ELEVeN RUDDER
( F3 3 OPEN IASS 01 TI St P2 PS ORBITER FSELAGE PRESSRES .0000 .0000 .0000
1.6 r--l -1 1 r I - T- T- ,--,-- -t1 l 7 -I- 1 . -,-,-- 1 1 I 1 - , ' " I "
1 .4 ( 1- r - .i
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SYMBL MACH X/L ALPHA PARAETRIC VALUES
0 1.078 .2o -. 030 ETA .000 ELEVO .000
o 1.220 RUDDER .000 SP6eRK .000
eBFLAP .000
DATA SET SYPML CONFIGVUATIN DESCRIPTIN BETA ELEVON RL~ ER(RF3FO 3 OPEN IASS 01 TI Si P2 PS 9RBITER FUSELAGE PRESSRES .0000 .0000 .0000
1.64 -- -------- r---- --------- ----- ------- ---- -- -------- I
1.2
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SveL NAO x/L ALPHA PARAMETRIc VALUES
0 1.078 .252 -. 030 BETA .000 ELEVON .000
R 1.220  DER .000 SPOeRK .000
BDFLAP .000
DATA SET SYMBbO CNFIGURATION DESCRIPTl BETA ELEVON RUDDER
(RF3FOI) OPEN IASS 01 TI SI P2 PS ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .0000 .0000 .0000
1.46 i .' '
1.2 . ___ _--- ------ -- * *
1 .0 .
S. 8
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SYMOL MACH X/L ALPHA PARAPETRIC VALUES
O 1.07e .295 -.o0o BETA .000 ELEVN .000
o 1.220 oRUCER .000 SPDaR .000
BFLAP .000
DATA SET SYM9L CONFISURATION DESRIPTION BETA ELEVON RUDDER
tR F3F01 OPEN IAGS 01 TI St P2 PS RBITER FUSELAGE PRESSUES .0000 .0000 .0000
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sYMm MACH /L ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
O 1.0e .349 -. 030 BETA .000 ELEVON .000
o I.220 RLUER .000 SPOBRK .000
BaFLAP .000
DATA SET SYMBL CFIGURATION 0ESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON RUDER
(RF3F01 ] EN IASS 01 TI SI P2 PS ORBITER FUSELAG PRESSES .0000 .0000 .0000
1.6" ' "- " i' i '
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SYMBOL MACH X/L ALPHA PARAPETRIC VALLES
0 1.078 .389 -. 030 BETA .000 ELEVON .000
o 1.22 RCR .000 SP0RK .000
9080LAP .000
DATA SET SYMBS COFI IGRATION IESC1IPTION BETA ELEVON RUDDER
(F3F 1) OPEN IAS9 01 TI St P2 PS GRBoITER FUSELAGE PRESURES .0000 .00 .0000
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SY. L MACH X/L ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 1.0oe .12 4.000 BETA .000 ELEVON .000
I.220 RUDER .000 SP08RK .000
80FLAP .000
DATA SET SYMOL CNFIGRATION ES RIPTICON BETA ELEVON RUDDER
CRF3F0I 3 OPEN IASS 01 TI SI P2 PS OBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .0000 .0000 .0000
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SYMBOL MACH X/L ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES0 1.079 .205 4.000 BETA .000 ELEVN .000
S 1.220 RDER .000 SPB .000
C0FLAP .000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION ESCRIPTIaN BETA ELEVON RULOER[RF3PFI 3 OPEN IA69 01 TI S1 P2 PS sRBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .0000 .0000 .0000
1.4 -
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SYr MACH X/Lt. ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
O 1.07n .252 4.000 BETA .000 ELEVON .000
S I.220 RER .000 SPK .000
BOFLAP .000
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SveT MACH XA. ALRA PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 1.0a .2~s 4.000 BETA .000 ELEVON .000S .220 RUDDER .000 SPODRK .000
BOFLAP .000
DATA SET SYMB?9L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON RUDDER(RF3FOI 3 OPEN IAS9 01 TI SI P2 PS ORBITER FUSELAGE PRESSES .0000 .0000 .0000
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SYl.. MACH X/L. ALPHA PARA'ETRIC VALUES
0 1.078 .349 4.000 BETA .000 ELEVON .000
E] 1.220 RUDIER .000 SPO8RK .000
B0FLAP .000
DATA SET SYMBOL CWFIGURATIN DESCRIPTIO BETA ELEV1N RUCLER
tF3F01 OPEN IAGS 01 TI St P2 PS IRTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES .0000 .0000 .0000
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SYMeI MACM x/L ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
O 1.0oe .3 4.000 BETA .000 ELEVON .000
o 1.220 RUDDER .000 SP0ORK .000
BF.LAP .000
DATA SET SYP9n CONFIGRATION 0DE~RPTIN BETA ELEVON RUCMR(RF3F0I ) OPEN lAS9 01 TI St P2 PS OBITER FUSELAG PRESSRES .0000 .0000 .0000
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APPENDIX A
TABULATED SOURCE DATA - FORCE
Tabulations of plotted data are available on request from
Data Management Services.
DATE 11 SEP 74 TABULATED SOURCE DATA, R.I. T T 280 - IA69 PAGE 1
IA69 01 T4 S1 P2 Pt (RF3A07) ( 17 APR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
REF = .6053 SG.FT. XMRP = 14.6850 INCHE BETA s -4.000 ELEVCN = .000LREF = 19.3550 INCHES YHRP = .0000 INCHES BOFLAP = .000 RUDDER = .000
BREP 19.3550 INCHES' ZMRP = 6.0000 INCHES SPDBRK = .000
SCALE = .0150
RUN NO. 11/ 2 RN/L = 7.30 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH . ALPHA CN CAF CLM Cv CYN CBL CA CACCRB
1.218 -4.190 -. 28040 .25950 .10590 .17100 -. 07520 .02940 .46590 -. 00010
1.218 -. 090 -. 01640 .26150 .00900 .16280 -. 07120 .03300 .46300 -. 00010
1.218 3.970 .21700 .25630 -. 07940 .15900 -. 06980 .03500 .45520 -. 00010
GRADIENT .06096 -. 00039 -. 02271 -. 00147 .00066 .00069 -. 00131 -. 00000
IA69 01 T4 Si P2 P7 (RF3AO8) ( 17 APR 74
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = .6053 SG.FT. mRP = 14.6850 INCHE BETA = .000 ELEVO = .000LREF= 19.3550 INCHES YMP = .0000 INCHES BDFLAP = .000 RUDDER = .000
BREF = 19.3550 INCHES' ZMRP = 6.0000 INCHES SPOBRK = .000
SCALE = .0150
RUN ND. 12/ 2 RN/L = 7.30 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA CN CAF C1. CY CYN CBL CA CACCRB1.222 -4.070 -. 28010 .26170 .11260 -. 00550 .00580 .[00010 .45930 .00000
1.222 .070 -. 01130 .26290 .01160 -. 00630 .00650 .00000 .45700 .000L01.222 4.150 .22140 .25690 -. 07840 -. 00530 .00630 .00020 .45060 .00000
GRADIENT .06102 -. 00058 -. 02324 .00002 .00006 .00001 
-. 00106 .00000
IA69 01 T4 S1 P2 PT (RF3A09) ( 17 APR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
REF = .6053 S.FT. *RP = 14.6850 INCHE BETA = .00 ELEVCN = .000LREF 2 19.3550 INES YMRP = .0000 INCHES BDFLAP = .LWJ RURER = .000
BREF 2 19.3550 INCHES' ZMRP = 6.0000 INCHES SPDBRK = .000
SCALE a .0150
RUN NO. 17/ 2 RN/L = 7.20 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA CN CAF CLM CY CrN CBL CA CACCRB1.221 
-4.010 -.27630 .25990 .10980 -.00390 .00520 .00000 .45690 .00000
1.221 .030 -. 01170 .26200 .01020 -. 00520 .00610 .00000 .45490 .00000
1.221 4.080 .21880 .25740 -.07900 -.00290 .00460 .00030 .44900 .0000
GRADIENT ,06120 -. 00031 -. 02334 .00012 -. 00007 .00004 
-. 00098 .00000
DATE 11 SEP 74 TABULATED SOURCE DATA, R.I. NT 280 - IA69 PAGE 2
IA69 01 T4 Si P2 P7 (RF3AIO) ( 17 APR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
sEF a .6053 SQ.FT. xRP = 14.6850 INCHE BETA = 4.000 ELEVON .000
LRJEF 19.3550 INCHES VRP = .0000 INCHES BOFLAP = .000 RUDDER = .000
BREF = 19.3550 INCHES" ZMRP = 6.0000 INCHES SPDBRK .000
SCALE = .0150
RUN NO. 13/ 2 RN/L = 7.30 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MA-I ALPHA CN CAF CLM C¥ CYN CBL CA CACCRB
1.217 -4.150 -. 27780 .27250 .10470 -. 17850 .08420 -. 02840 .46430 .00000
1.217 -. 070 -. 01540 .27090 .00900 -. 17130 .08030 -. 03210 .46130 .00000
1.217 4.010 .21880 .26340 -. 08290 -. 16620 .07800 -. 03340 .45220 .00000
GRADIENT .06086 -. 00112 -. 02299 .00151 -. 00076 -. 00061 -. 00148 .00000
IA69 01 Ti S1 P2 P6 (RF3A11) ( 17 APR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
3REF = .6053 SQ.FT. XMRP = 14.6850 INOtE BETA = 4.000 ELEVCN = .000
LREF = 19.3550 INCHES YMRP = .XOOl INCHES BDFLAP = .000 RUDDER = .000
BREF = 19.3550 INCHES' ZMRP = 6.0000 INCHES SPDBRK = .0 00
SCALE = .0150
RLN NC. 14/ 2 RN/L = 7.20 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA CN CAF CLM Cr CYN CBL CA CACCRB
1.217 -4.100 -. 27220 .27140 .10260 -. 17640 .08240 -. 02830 .46320 .00000JO
1.217 -. 220 -. 02440 .27170 .01200 -. 17100 .07910 -. 03170 .46080 .00000
1.217 4.040 .22000 .26320 -. 08190 -. 16620 .07720 -. 03330 .45260 .00000
GRADIENT .06042 -. 00102 -.02266 .00125 -.00064 -. 00061 -. 00131 .00000J
IA69 01 Ti S1 P2 P6 (RF3AI2) ( 17 APR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
-. = .6053 SQ.FT. XHRP = 14.6850 INCHE BETA = .000 ELEVCN = .000
LREF = 19.3550 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES BDFLAP = .000 RUDDER = .000
BREF x 19.3550 INCOES' ZMRP = 6.0000 INCHES SPDBRK = .000
SCALE = .0150
RLU NO. 16/ 2 RN/L = 7.20 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACO ALPHA CO CAF CLM CY CN CBL CA CACCRB
1.221 -4.190 -. 28560 .26160 .11340 -. 00350 .00470 .00000 .45980 .00O00
1.221 -. 100 -. 01850 .26300 .01360 -. 00460 .00540 .00000 .45800 .00000
1.221 4.000 .21210 .25790 -.07530 .00000 .00270 .00050 .45210 .00000
GRADIENT .06077 -. 00045 -. 02304 .00043 -. 00024 .00006 -. 00094 .00000
DATE It aP 74 TABULATED SOURCE DATA, R.I. TMW 280 - IA69 PAGE 3
IA69 01 TI S1 P2 P6 (RF3A13) ( 1T APR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
EF a .6053 SQ.FT. rRP = 14.6850 INCHE BETA = -4.000 ELEVCN = .000
LREF 19.3550 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES BDFLAP = .000 RUDDER = 000O
BREF x 19.3550 INCHES ZMRP = 6.0000 INCHES SPDBRK = .000
SCALE z .0150
RUN NO. 15/.2 RN/L = 7.20 GRADIENT INTERVAL= -5.00/ 5.00
MAO4 'ALPHA CN CAF CLM C1 CN CBL CA CACCRB
1.218 -4.250 -. 28180 .25990 .10590 .16810 -. 07260 .02950 .46660 .00000
1.218 -. 060 -. 01190 .26360 .00630 .16060 -. 06940 .03310 .46440 -. 00010
1.218 4.020 .21810 .25700 -. 07990 .15500 -. 06560 .03490 .45640 -. 00010
GRADIENT .06047 -. 00035 -. 02247 -. 00158 .00085 .00065 -. 00123 -. 00001
APPENDIX B
TABULATED SOURCE DATA - PRESSURE
Tabulations of plotted data are available on request from
Data Management Services.
DATE 07 CCT 74 TABULATED SClCE DATA, R.I. WTU 280 - IA69 PAGE 1
IA69 Cd TI 51 P2 P6 BASE FRESSLFES (RF3801) ( 16 AF? 74 )
REFERE CE DATA PA AE7TRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. ,%RP = 979.0000 T ST BETA = .U ELE.CN = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 IN. YM4P = .0000 TNK RLDCER = .XX 5SFOErK = .. )
&%EF = 1290.3000 IN. Zt P = 400.0000 TN W. 00FLAP = .000
SCALE = .0150
MAC40 ( 1)= 1.078 ALPHA C 1)= -4.230 RN/L = 7.400









7.0 Y -. 4071
8.LY3J -. 3808
9.0'3J -. 4391
MA-H ( 1) = 1.078 ALPHA ( 2) -. 030 RNWL = 7.400
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DATE 07 CCT 74 TA&F.ATED SCRCE DATA, R.I. TWT 280 - IA69 PAGE 3
IA69 Cd Tl Si P2 P6 BASE FRESSRES (RF3801)
AQ (C2) = 1.220 ALPA ( 3) 4.200 RN/L = 7.400








6. Y0 -. 4474
7. 000 -. 3816
8.000 -. 337
9.000 -. 3269
DATE 07 CCT 74 TABLLATED SCLRCE DATA, R.I. TWi 280 - IA69 PAGE 4
1A69 C. Tt Sl P2 P6 BASE FRESSURES (RF3602) ( 16 AR- 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PAIAJTRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 S.FT. )OfP = 979.0UU TN ST BETA = -4.00 ELE CN = .000
L EF = 1290.3000 IN. Yt.RP = .0000 TN~ BP RUXDER = .00L SF PD = .ty,
EREF = 1290.3000 IN. ZkRP = 400.0000 TN W BD. FLAP= .00 X
SCALE = .0150
M4AC ( 1) = 1.216 ALF-A ( 1) = -4.150 RN/L = 7.400












MACH ( 1) = 1.216 ALFHA ( 2) .050 RIWL = 7.400












DATE 07 CCT 74 TABULATED SCIRCE DATA, R.I. TWT 280 - IA69 PAGE
IA69 Ca TI Si P2 P6 BASE PRESSAES (IF3802)
AO- ( 1) = 1.216 ALFeA (3) 4.140 RN/L = 7.400












DATE 07 CCT 74 TABUL.ATED SCLRCE DATA, R.I. TW 280 - IA69 PAGE 6
IA69 Ct Ti Si P2 P6 BASE FRESSUrES (iF3B03) ( 16 APi 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETR IC DATA
SREF = 2690.0100) S.FT. *RiP = 979.0(1 ThM ST BETA = 4.00 ELECN = .0X.X
LREF = 1290.30X) IN. YUP = .0000 Th P RDLDER = .000 SPFDtE = .03
EREF = 1290.3O"0 IN. ZNWP = 400.00( TNK W. SFLAP= .0 L
SCALE = .0150
MAC ( 1) 1.216 ALPHA (1)= -4.2W00 RNL = 7.300












AOCH ( 1)= 1.216 ALPHA ( 2) = .000 RN/L = 7.300








6.0 0 -. 3851
7. 3 -. 3354
8.0(3 -. 3279
9. (JJ -. 3593
DATE 07 CCT 74 TABLATED SCUiCE DATA, R.I. TWT 280 - IA69 PAGE 7
IA69 Ct Ti SI P2 P6 BASE :RESSULES (RF3603)
MAICH ( 1)= 1.216 ALPHA (3)= 4.110 RN/L = 7.300












DATE 07 CCT 74 TABLLATED SCLRCE DATA, R.I. TWr 280 - IA69 PAGE 8
IA69 CA T4 S1 P2 P7 BASE FRESSIES (RF3B04) ( 16 AFR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.00LM0 S.FT. *;iP = 979.00L TN( ST BETA = 4.0J ELEVCN = .u
LREF = 1290.3000 IN. Yp = .0000 TWN BP RLCOER = .0WJ SF~E? = .0X
fREF = 1290.3000 IN. ZMP = 400.LCYIX TNM L BDFLAP = .X0
SCALE= .0150
MACH ( 1) - 1.215 ALPHA ( 1)= -4.210 RN/L = 7.200










8. YJO -. 3383
9.000 -. 3563
4e ( 1) = 1.215 ALPHA ( 2) = .010 rt'NL = 7.200











9. 000 -. 3479
DATE 07 CCT 74 TABULATED SCCE DATA, R.I. TWT 280 - IA69 PAGE 9
IA69 Cl T4 Sl P2 P? BASE FRESSUZES (RF3804)
AOI ( 1) = 1.215 ALPiA ( 3)= 4.140 RN/L = 7.200












DATE 07 CCT 74 TABULATED SCULCE DATA, R.I. TWT 280 - IA69 PAGE 10
IA69 Ci T4 S1 P2 P7 BASE FRESSULES (RF3B05) ( 16 AFR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PATRAMTREIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 4WP = 979.0000 Tha ST BETA = .00 ELEWCN = .01(
LREF = 1290.30 IN. YMRP = .OUUW TNK P RLDER = .000 SFO1r = .000
BREF = 1290.3000 IN. ZM4P = 400.0000 TK W 80FLAP = . Y.
SCALE = .0150
MACH ( 1)= 1.220 ALPHA (1) = 4.150 RN/L = 7.2












MAO ( 1) = 1.220 ALPKA (2) a .080 RN/L = 7.200












DATE 07 CCT 74 TABULATED SC.RCE DATA, R.I. TWT 280 - IA69 PAGE i
IA69 C T4 St P2 P7 BASE FRESSURES (RF3805)
MACH ( 1)= 1.220 ALPHA ( 3) = -4.2 RN/L = 7.200







5.0 ) -. 3352
6.000 -. 4441
7.0 33 -. 3911
8.000 -. 3384
9.tDJ -. 3102
DATE 07 CCT 74 TABU.ATED SCLUCE DATA, R.I. TWr 280 - IA69 PAGE 12
IA69 Cd T4 Si P2 P7 BASE FRESSLUES (RF3J06) ( 16 AFR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARATER IC DATA
SREF = 2690.00W0 S.FT. )ORP = 979.000 TN( ST BETA = -4.LM ELEVCN = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 IN. YhRP = .0U000 BP RLUDER = .UU SFOtUR = .000
EREF = 1290.3,J1 IN. ZMRP = 400.0000 TN W. BDFLAP = .000
SCALE = .0150
ACH4 ( 1) = 1.215 ALFIA ( 1)= -4.030 RN/L = 7.200












C401 ( 1) = 1.215 ALPHA ( 2)= .150 RNTL = 7.200












DATE 07 CCT 74 TABLLATED SCUCE DATA, R.I. TWT 280 - IA69 PAGE 13
IA69 01 T4 Sl P2 P7 BASE FRESSIrES (RF3JB6)
IOIn ( 1)= 1.215 ALA (3)= 4.330 RWL = 7.200












DATE 07 CCT 74 TABL.ATED SCL CE DATA, R.I. TWT 280 - IA69 PAGE 14
IA69 Cl T4 Sl P2 P7 8ASE FRESSU-ES (RF3807) ( 16 AR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 S.FT. )"RP = 979.X00W TN ST BETA = -4.000 EL.EN = .0(.
LREF = 1290.30W IN. YMRP = .0000 TW SP RLCcER = .00 SFO-YK = .000
REF = 1290.3000 IN. ZMiP = 400.0000 Th Wk. 0FLAP = X.X0
SCALE = .0150
MAI ) (1)= 1.218 ALFHA ( 1)= -4.190 RN/L = 7.300









7. 0 -. 4072
8.000 -. 3503
9.0 3 -. 3813
MAG4 ( 1) = 1.218 ALFA ( 2) = -. 090 RN/L = 7.300










8.0 J -. 3403
9.L03 -. 3588
DATE 07 CCT 74 TAULATED SCLACE DATA, R.I. TwT 280 - 1A69 PAGE 15
IA69 C T4 Si P2 P7 BASE FRESSU-LES (RF38B7)
MA40 ( 1) = 1.218 ALFA (3)= 3.970 RN/L = 7.300












DATE 07 CCT 74 TABOLATED SCURCE DATA, R.I. TWr 280 - IA69 PAGE 16
IA69 Ct T4 Sl P2 P7 BASE FRESSLUES (RF3808) ( 16 AFP 74 )
REFERENCE DATA FARAMETRlC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. *R$P = 979.X0000 TNK ST BETA = .00L ELECN = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 IN. YiP = .00X0 TN( BP RLER = .00 SFY RK = .0LX
BRTEF = 1290.30) IN. ZMRP = 400.0000 TN k. EDFLAP = .013
SCALE = .0150
4AOI ( 1) = 1.222 ALPA ( 1)= -4.070 RNL = 7.300











9. 'LY -. 3705
MO ( 1) = 1.222 ALPHA (2) = .070 RN/L : 7.300






4. 0J3 .00 3
5.01 -. 3852
6.000 -. 4288
7. (10 -. 3747
8.000 -. 333
9.003 -. 3564
OATE 07 CCT 74 TABLA.TED SCURCE DATA, R.I. TWT 280 - IA69 PAGE 17
IA69 Cd T4 Sl P2 P7 BASE FRESSLAtES ( F38L)
MlAO ( 1) 1.222 ALA ( 3) = 4.150 RN/L = 7.300












DATE 07 CCT 74 TABLATED SCURCE DATA, R.I. TWT 20 - 1A69 PAGE 18
IA69 Cl T4 Si P2 P7 BASE PRESSURES (RF3 09) ( 16 APR 74 )
REFRENCE DATA PARANETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.00l SG.FT. )ORP = 979.0000 TNK ST BETA = .0L00 ELECN .000
LREF = 1290.3000 IN. YMtP = .(0000 TN BP RLDXER = .0" SFODEr = .000
BREF = 1290.30W IN. ZMiP = 400.003L TNK W. B0FLAP = .!0Y]
SCALE = .0150
MAO ( 1) = 1.221 ALPHA ( 1) = -4.010 RN/L = 7.200












4CH ( 1) = 1.221 ALFPHA ( 2) = .030 RtWL = 7.200












DATE 07 CCT 74 TABLLATED SCICE DATA, R.I. TWT 280 - IA69 PACE 19
IA69 Ct T4 Si P2 P7 BASE FRESSURES (RF3B89)
MPO ( 1) 1.221 ALPHA (3) = 4.080 RN/L = 7.200












DATE 07 CCT 74 TABLATED SC.RCE DATA, R.I. 7WT 280 - IA69 PAGE 20
IA69 Cd T4 Si P2 P? BASE FRESSLU S (RF3810) ( 16 AFR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF a 2690.0000 S..FT. )*OP = 979.0000 ThK ST BETA = 4.000 E1.ECN = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 IN. YMrP = .0000 TMh BP RLCOEE = .EYJ SPDFRK = .000
REF = 1290.3000 IN. ZfP = 400.0000 TN WL BDFLAP = .00X
SCALE = .0150
MACH ( 1) = 1.217 ALRIA (1) = -4.150 RWL = 7.300












MAO-I ( 1) 1.217 ALPA (2) = -. 070 RN/L 7.300












DATE 07 CCT 74 TABULATED SC RCE DATA, R.I. TWT 280 - 1A69 PAGE 21
IA69 Cd T4 Si P2 P7 BASE FRESSURES (RF3io)
MACH ( 1) 1.217 ALFMA (3)= 4.010 RN/L = 7.3w0












DATE 07 CCT 74 TABLLATED SCLRCE DATA, R.I. TWT 280 - IA69 PAGE 22
IA69 Cd TI SI P2P6 BASE FRESSURES (RF3811) ( 16 AFR 74 )
REFERiENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.00W00 S.FT. *ITP = 979.00 TN( ST BETA = 4.000 ELECN = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 IN. YWrP = .0000 TN BP RLMER = .00? SFI DK = .000
EREF = 1290.3000 IN. ZRP = 400.0000 TNK WL EOFLAP = .0XW
SCALE = .0150
M4A- (1) = 1.217 ALRA () -4.100 RWVL = 7.200












MA01 ( 1) = 1.217 ALRA ( 2)= -. 220 RN/L = 7.200












DATE 07 CCT 74 TABULATED SCLRCE DATA, R.I. TW 280 - IA69 PACE 23
IA69 Cd Ti Sl P2 P6 BASE FRESSURES (RF3811)
MAO- ( 1)= 1.217 ALPHA ( 3)= 4.040 RN/L 7.200












DATE 07 CCT 74 TAB.ATED SCLRCE DATA, R.I. TWT 280 - IA69 PAGE 24
IA69 Cd TI SI P2 P6 8ASE FRESSLRES (RF3812) ( 16 AFR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAWETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. )HRiP = 979.0000 TN( ST BETA = .01. ELEVN = .000
LEF = 1290.3000 IN. YiRP = .0 30 TN BP RLAER = .000 SFDER(K = .030
OREF = 1290.30 3 IN. ZWIP = 400.00(0 'TNK( L EOFLAP = .00)
SCALE = .0150
MAO-I (1) = 1.221 ALFP-A ( 1)= -4.190 RlVL = 7.200












MACH ( 1) = 1.221 ALFPA (2) = -. 100 RN/L C 7.200












DATE 07 CCT 74 TABLLATED SCLRCE DATA, R.I. TWT 80 - IA69 PAGE 25
IA69 Cd TI SI P2 P6 BASE FRESSLiES (RF3BI2)
MACM ( 1) 1.21 ALPHA ( 3) 4.000 RN/L = 7.200












DATE 0? CCT 74 TABULATED SCUACE DATA, R.I. TW1 280 - IA69 PACE 26
IA69 C4 Ti Sl P2 P6 BASE FRESSWES (RF3813) ( 16 APR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF n 2690.00 0 S..FT. M&RP = 979.0000 TN ST BETA = -4.000 ELEVCN = .000
LREF 1290.30M IN. YMTP = .0000 ThK EP RLER = .000 SFDIRK = .000
REF 1290.3000 IN. ZMRP = 400.C.LX TN( WL 8DFLAP = .0W
SCALE = .0150
MI ( 1) = 1.218 ALPHA ( 1)= -4.250 RTVL = 7.200












AO-i ( 1)= 1.218 ALPHA ( 2) -. 060 RWL = 7.200












DATE 07 CCT 74 TABULATED SCURCE DATA, R.I. TWr 280 - IA69 -PACE 27
IA69 Cd T1 SI P2 P6 BASE FRESSLRES (RF3813)
4c ( 1) = 1.218 ALFHA (3)= 4.020 RN/L = 7.200












DATE 07 CCT 74 TABL ATED SCARCE DATA, R.I. TWr 280 - 1A69 PAGE 28
1A69 Cd Ti SI P2 P6 CiBITER FUSELAGE FRESSURES (RF3FOI) ( 16 AFPR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAIETR IC DATA
SREF = 2690.0LU) SQ.FT, )8P = 979.0000 TN ST BETA = .000 ELEoCN = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 IN. YMRP = .00 TW BP RLODER = .000 SFD8TI = .000
BREF = 1290.3"l IN. ZMRP = 400.0000 TN W.L DFLAP = .Y.3
SCALE = .0150
MO4 O ( 1) = 1.078 ALPHA (1) = -4.230 RN/L = 7.400
SECTICN ( I)FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
X/L .1821 .2054 .2519 .2945 .3488 .3875
RPHII
.000 1.2709 .4458 .4433 -.5770 -. 4055
40.000 .5163 .3290 .1236 -.2917 -. 2844
90.000 .5206 .2826 .2194 .0351 -.2322
180.000 .6533 .4180 .5098 .7178 -.7915
MACOI ( 1)= 1.078 ALPHA ( 2) -.030 R NL = 7.400
SECTICN ( 1)FUSELAGE CEFEDOENT VARIABLE CP
X/L .1821 .2054 .2519 .2945 .3488 .3875
PHI
.000 1.2869 .3945 .3486 -.5667 -. 3505
40.000 .4876 .2577 .0733 -. 3097 -. 2895
90.000 .4652 .2137 .1729 .0286 -. 2248
180.000 .5470 .2949 .4196 .6713 -. 8375
MACH ( 1) = 1.078 ALFNA ( 3) = 4.000 N/L = 7.400
SECTICN ( 1)FUSELAGE DEFEM ENT VARIABLE CP
X/L .1821 .2054 .2519 .2945 .3488 .3875
PHI
.000 1.2870 .3340 .2771 -. 5189 -. 2270
40.000 .4557 .2078 .0150 -. 3118 -.1672
90.000 .4221 .1605 .1127 .0195 -.2192
180. . .4518 .1639 .3241 .6295 -. 9X05
DATE 07 CCT 74 TABLAJATED SCURCE DATA, R.I. TWT 280 - IA69 PAGE 29
IA69 Ct Ti S1 P2 P6 CRB1TER FUSELAGE FR ESSSRES (RF3FOI)
MAO1 ( 2)= 1.220 ALPHA (1) = -4.120 RWNL = 7.400
SECTIOCN ( 1)FUSELGE DE ENT VARIABLE CP
X/L .1821 .2054 .2519 .2945 .3488 .3875
RI!
.000 1.3639 .4835 .5052 -. 4432 -. 2545
40.000 .5881 .3720 .2116 -. 1620 -. 0 31
90.0mW .5786 .3355 .2943 .1615 -. 0709
186.000 .6891 .4433 .5584 .8008 -. 5939
MACH ( 2) 1.220 ALRA ( 2) = .110 RNL = 7.400
SECTICN ( 1)FUSELAGE DEPENIENT VARIABLE CP
X/L .1821 .2054 .2519 .2945 .348 .3875
PHI
.0(O 1.3881 .4582 .4129 -. 4620 -.2586
40.000 .5654 .3002 .1555 -. 2125 -. 3001
90.000 .5399 .2843 .2300 .1288 -. 0705
180.0W0 .5934 .2967 .4439 .7566 -. 6330
M40A ( 2) 1.820 ALPH'A ( 3) = 4.20 rVWL = 7.400
SECTICN ( I)FUSELAGE DEF ENT VARIABLE CP
X/L .1821 .2054 .2519 .2945 .3488 .3875
RI
.OW 1.3723 .3911 .3418 -. 4569 -. 2130
40.000 .5322 .2578 .1291 -. 2593 -. 3687
90.000 .4943 .2468 .1516 .1089 -. 0887
180.000 .5048 .1926 .2704 .7319 -.6782
DATE 07 CCT 74 TABULATED SCIRCE DATA, R.I. TWT 280 - IA69 PAGE 30
IA69 CI TI Si P2 P6 CRBITER FUSELAGE PRESSURES (RF3FO2) ( 16 AFR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.00U00 S.FT. *ftP = 979.0000 TNK ST BETA = -4.000 ELEVCN .000
LREF = 1290.3000 IN. YMRP = .0000 TN eP RLUER = .000 SFMRAK = .000
BREF = 1290.3000 IN. ZRP = 400.0000 ThK WL EDFLAP = .0(Y
SCALE = .0150
MACI ( 1) = 1.216 ALPHA ( 1) = -4.150 RN/L = 7.400
SECTICN ( )FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
X/L .1821 .2054 .2519 .2945 .3488 .3875
PHI
.000 1.3789 .5228 .55385 -. 4767 -. 2840
40.000 .. 7093 .4491 .3367 -. 0963 -. 0845
90.000 .7380 .4527 .3944 .2612 .0234
180.000 .6770 .4453 .5487 .7797 -. 5980
M4CH ( 1) = 1.216 ALPHA ( 2) = .050 RN/L = 7.400
SECTICN ( 1)FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
X/L .1821 .2054 .2519 .2945 .3488 .3875
PHI
.000 1.4130 .4897 .4722 -.4951 -.3128
40.000 .7075 .3854 .3099 -. 1235 -. 1152
90.00 .6904 .3839 .3305 .2351 .0117
18l0.000 .5682 .3050 .4454 .7335 -. 6324
MACI ( 1)= 1.216 ALPFA ( 3)= 4.140 RN/L = 7.400
SECTICN ( 1)FUSELAGE DEFECOENT VARIABLE CP
X/L .1821 .2054 .2519 .2945 .3488 .3875
FHI
.00X 1.3972 .4606 .4101 -. 5135 -. 2838
40.000 .7071 .3425 .2952 -. 1499 -. 1521
90.000 .6500 .3316 .2692 .2020 .0032
180. Yj3 .4791 .1743 .3176 .7027 -. 6847
DATE 07 CCT 74 TABULATED SCLUCE DATA, R.I. TWT 20 - IA69 PAGE 31
IA69 Ct Ti Si P2 PS OCRBITER FUSELAGE FRESSUIES (RF3FO3) ( 16 AR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAI TRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 S.FT. )M4P - 979.0000 TN ST BETA = 4.00O. ELEVCN .000
LREF 1290.3000 IN. YMRP = .0000 TN BP RLDER = .000 SlPDEK = .LY
BREF 1290.3000 IN. ZIRP = 400.(000 TN1 W. BDFLAP = .Y0
SCALE c .0150
MAH ( 1) = 1.216 ALPHA ( 1) : -4.200 RNL = 7.300
SECTICN ( 1)FUSELAGE DEPEODENT VARIABLE CP
X/L .1821 .2054 .2519 .2945 .3488 .3875
.0W 1.2799 .4549 .5012 -. 4616 -. 2268
40.000 .4256 .3479 .0900 -. 1929 -. 2451
90.000 .4050 .2515 .2215 .0450 -. 1653
80.000 .6659 .4151 .5494 .7741 -. 5530
MAOf ( 1) 1.216 ALPHA (2) .000 RN/L = 7.35
SECTICN ( 1)FUSELAGE DEFENDENT VARIABLE CP
X/L .1821 .2054 .2519 .2945 .3488 .3875
PHI
.000 1.3011 .4355 .4296 -. 4671 -. 2875
40.000 .4020 .2694 .0319 -.2752 -.2139
90.000 .3572 .1603 .1614 .0240 -. 1595
180.00 .5674 .2636 .4362 .7295 -. 5961
MAO ( 1) = 1.216 ALPHA ( 3) 4.110 RWL = 7.300
SECTICN ( 1)FUSELAGE DEFNDENT VARIABLE CP
X/L .1821 .2054 .2519 .2945 .3488 .3875
F I
.000 1.2794 .4157 .3653 -. 4812 -. 2880
40.000 .3805 .2231 .0017 -. 5421 -. 1982
90.000 .3141 .1312 .0741 .0205 -.1733
180.00 3YJ .4748 .1690 .2830 .6979 -. 6511
DATE 07 CCT 74 TABULATED SCURCE DATA, R.I. TIT 280 - IA69 PAGE 32
IA69 Ct 74 Si P2 P7 CRBITER FUSELAGE FRESSLRES (RF3F4) ( 16 AFR 74
REFERENCE DATA PARAIETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. )ORP = 979.0000 TN ST BETA = 4.000 ELECN = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 IN. YRP = .0000 TNW BP RULER = .0U SFDER = .00(
E~EF = 1290.3000 IN. ZWRP = 400.0000 MN k. eOFLAP = .000
SCALE = .0150
MACH ( 1)= 1.215 ALPHA (1) = -4.210 RNWL = 7.200
SECTICN ( 1)FUSELAGE CEPENDNT VARIABLE CP
X/L .1821 .2054 .2519 .2945 .3488 .3875
PHI
.000 1.2731 .4347 .5378 -.4667 -. 2395
40.0WD .4149 .3555 .0964 -.1835 -. 2804
90.000 .4158 .2501 .2194 .0452 -.1575
180.000 .6681 .4241 .5505 .7797 -.5518
M41 ( 1)= 1.215 ALP(A ( 2)= .010 RN"L = 7.200
SECTICN ( 1)FUSELAGE DEFEENT VARIABLE CP
X/L .1821 .2054 .2519 .2945 .3488 .3875
PHI
.000 1.3015 .4150 .4548 -. 4809 -.3171
40.000 .3766 .2797 .0498 -.2452 -.3377
90.0W .3634 .1604 .1656 .0275 -.1666
180.00 .5633 .2764 .4378 .7281 -.5915
MACI ( 1)= 1.215 ALFHA ( 3) = 4.140 RN/L = 7.200
SECTICN ( 1)FUSELAGE DEPE ENT VARIABLE CP
X/L .1821 .2054 .2519 .2945 .34"8 .3875
RHI
.000 1.2860 .3889 .2606 -.5015 -.3096
40.000 .3633 .2168 .0247 -.3336 -.2641
90. 00L .3120 .1115 .0861 .0240 -. 1707
180.000 .4796 .1772 .2850 .6989 -. 6500
DATE 07 CCT 74 TABULATED SC.RCE DATA, R.I. TWr 280 - IA69 PAGE 33
IA69 Ca T4 Si P2 P7 CRBITER FUSELAGE PRESSLirES (RF3F05) ( 16 ARt 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0(L1 S.FT. )MRP = 979.0000 TM ST BETA = .000 ELEVCN = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 IN. YMiP = .0000 TMN aP RDER = .000 SF RK = .o00
BREF = 1290.3YJ IN. ZMP = 400.0000 T( ED.. FLAP = .00
SCALE = .0150
MAO- ( 1) = 1.220 ALA ( 1) -4.150 RWNL = 7.200
SECTICN ( I)FUSELAGE DEFEWENT VARIABLE CP
X/L .1821 .2054 .2519 .2945 .3488 .3875
PHI
.1uu 1.3520 .4571 .5220 -.4357 -. 2554
40.0(0 .5583 .3726 .2148 -. 1550 -. 0770
90.000 .5780 .3336 .2949 .1634 -.0709
180.000 .6875 .4452 .5581 .8030 -.5915
MACH ( 1) 1.220 ALPHA ( 2) .00 RN/L 7.200
SECTICN ( 1)FUSELAGE DEFEN)NT VARIABLE CP
X/L .1821 .2054 .2519 .2945 .3488 .3875
PHI
.000 1.3861 .4173 .4096 -. 4506 -. 2511
40.000 .5342 .2776 .1518 -.2236 -. 2273
90.000 .5322 .2749 .2202 .1343 -.0836
180.000 .5861 .2984 .4445 .7584 -. 6290
MN4CH ( 1) 1.220 ALPAA ( 3)= 4.200 RN/L 7.200
SECTICN ( 1)FUSELAGE CEPELOENT VARIABLE CP
X/L .1821 .2054 .2519 .2945 .3488 .3875
PHI
.000 1.3708 .3820 .3160 
-. 4624 -.2356
40.000 .5116 .2104 .1269 -.2720 -. 3474
90.000 .4864 .2463 .1514 .1097 -. 0939
180.00) .4977 .1910 .2869 .7304 -. 6786
DATE 07 CCT 74 TA ILATED SCLRCE DATA, R.I. TWT 280 - 1A69 PAGE 34
IA69 Cd T4 St P2 P7 CRBITER FUSELAGE FRESSLRES (RF3FU6) ( 16 AFR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAIPTRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0(2) SQ.FT. )UP = 979.0000 TN( ST BETA = -4.000 ELECN = .= 000
LREF = 1290.3000 IN. YfhP = .0000 TNK BP RLODER = . 1j SDFBRK = .00
BREF = 1290.3000 IN. ZIP = 400.000 TNK .. BDFLAP = .000
SCALE = .0150
MAOC (.1) = 1.215 ALFHA ( 1) = -4.030 RWL = 7.200
SECTICN ( 1)FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
X/L .1821 .2054 .2519 .2945 .3488 .3875
PHI
.00 1.3706 .4899 .5409 -. 4757 -. 2846
40.000 .6881 .4412 .3183 -. 0989 -. 0848
90.00 L .7309 .4482 .3922 .2596 .0232
180.000 .6772 .4408 .5466 .7822 -. 5999
MAO- ( 1) = 1.215 ALPA ( 2) = .150 RN/L - 7.200
SECTICN ( 1)FUSELAGE DEPEDENT VARIABLE CP
X/L .1821 .2054 .2519 .2945 .3488 .3875
.000 1.4030 .4642 .4739 -. 4876 -. 2983
40.000 .6878 .3813 .2929 -. 1219 -. 1986
90.000 .6864 .3861 .3247 .2332 .0382
180.000 .5687 .3042 .4416 .7307 -. 6309
MAO-I ( 1) 1.215 ALF-A ( 3) 4.330 RN/L = 7.200
SECTICN ( 1)FUSELAGE DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
X/L .1821 .2054 .2519 .2945 .3488 .3875
PHI
.000 1.3953 .3898 .3625 -. 4490 -. 2374
40.000 .6652 .3127 .2818 -.1610 -.1729
90.000 .6446 .3309 .2572 .1936 -. 0040
180.003l .4753 .1726 .3017 .7063 -. 6856
DATE 07 CCT 74 TABULATED SC. CE DATA, R.I. TWT 20 - IA69 PAGE 35
IA69 C. Ti Si P2 P6 WING LPPER SLRFACE PRESS. (RF3UWI) ( 16 AFP 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0(X) SQ.FT. )iWP = 979.0000 IN. BETA = .000 ELECN = .000
LREF = 1290.30W IN. YMTP = .0000 ThK BP RL = .000 SPOIRK = .0y1
BREF = 1290.30W IN. ZM P = 400.0000 TN W. FLAP = .000
SCALE = .0150 SCALE
MAO'i ( 1) = 1.078 ALFHA ( 1) z -4.230 RWL = 7.400






..400 -. 3445 -. 5067
.725 -. 1264 -. 1906
.950 -. 2321 -. 2151
MAC ( 1)= 1.078 ALRA ( 2) = -. 030 R/L = 7.400




.050 -. 0396 -. 1164
.150 -. 3659 -. 3740
.400 -.4765 -.6552
.725 -.1330 -. 3268
.950 -. 2416 -. 2150
MACH ( 1) 1.078 ALPHA ( 3)= 4.000 RWNL = 7.400




.050 -. 2289 -. 3661
.150 -. 5502 -. 5705
.400 -. 6037 -. 8109
.725 -. 2530 -.4881
.953 -. 2652 -. 4773
6n*- Pact- OW~
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DATE 07 CCT 74 TABLI.ATED SCURCE DATA, R.I. TWT 280 - IA69 PAGE 37
IA69 Cd Tl Si P2 P6 WING IPPER SLRFACE FRESS. (RF3U.2) ( 16 AFR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARA'ETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.OCLL SQ.FT. )MP = 979.0000 IN. BETA = -4.000 ELECN = .L
LREF = 1290.3000 IN. YIRP = .0.000 Th BP RLDER = .0. SFDeKn = .000
BREF = 1290.3000 IN. ZMRP = 400.0000 TNW- BDFLAP = .0o(
SCALE = .0150 SCALE
MAC- ( 1)= 1.216 ALPHA ( 1)= -4.150 RN/L = 7.400





.150 -. 1131 -. 0908
.400 -. 2998 -. 3945
.725 .0129 -. 4309
.950 -. 0482 -.1647
MACO ( 1) = 1.216, ALRA (2) = .050 RN/L = 7.400





.150 -. 2839 -. 2107
.400 -.4118 -.5064
.725 -. 1616 -. 5448
.950 -.0550 -.2143
MHAC ( 1)= 1.216 ALPHA ( 3)= 4.140 RN/L = 7.400




.050 -. 1199 -. 1757
.150 -.4411 -.3907
.400 -. 5478 -. 6416
.725 -.2699 -. 6575
.950 -. 1096 -.2881
DATE 07 CCT 74 TABUL.AED SCURCE DATAr R.I. TW 280 - IA69 PAGE 38
IA69 Ci Ti SI P2 P6 WING FPPEI SURFACE RESS. (RF3U33) ( 16 AFR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.00 U SQ.FT. VXRP = 979.0000 IN. BETA = 4.000J ELECN = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 IN. YWIP = .0000 ThN BP RLDr = .00) s ,)rK = .YX0
BREF = 1290.3000 IN. ZMP = 400.00"L TN W. EDFLAP = .0 )
SCALE = .0150 SCALE
MACO ( 1)= 1.216 ALPHA ( 1) = -4.200 RN/L = 7.300





.150 -. 0996 -. 0914
.400 -. 2452 -. 3386
.725 -.0146 -.0589
.950 -.1403 -.1494
MAOC ( 1)= 1.216 ALFHA ( 2)= .O(3 RdiL = 7.300




.050 .0186 -. 0087
.150 -. 2383 -. 2330
.400 -.3417 -.4686
.725 -. 0387 -. 2581
.950 -.1612 -.1498
MACO ( 1) = 1.216 ALPHA ( 3) = 4.110 RN/L = 7.300





.150 -. 3928 -. 4028
.400 -. 4371 -. 6044
.725 -. 1472 -. 4184
.950 -.18!2 -.3313
DATE 07 CCT 74 TABULATED SCURCE DATA, R.I. TWT 280 - IA69 PAGE 39
IA69 Ci T4 Sl P2 P7 WING UPER SLUFACE FRESS. (RF3U4) ( 16 AFR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAP TRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 S0.FT. *MiP = 979.0000 IN. BETA = 4.000 ELEVCN = .: 0
LREF = 1290.3JUJ IN. tYMP = .0000 TN( BP RLU(ER = .J0 SPFOe = .0j
EREF = 1290.3000 IN. ZRP = 400.0000 TNK W- 80FLAP = .00
SCALE = .0150 SCALE
MAO1 (1) = 1.215 ALFHA ( 1)= -4.210 RN/L = 7.200






.400 -. 2442 -. 3357
.725 -.0132 -.0584
.950 -. 1400 -. 1503
MACO ( 1) 1.215 ALFHA ( 2)= .010 RN/L = 7.200




.050 .0170 -. 0081
.150 ..0000 -.2318
.400 -. 3417 -. 4688
.725 -. 0403 -. 2669
.950 -.1595 -.1535
M4HO ( 1) = 1.215 ALFHA ( 3) 4.140 RN/L = 7.200





.150 . LX)0 -. 3991
.400 -. 4349 -.6048
.725 -. 1504 -. 4304
.950 -. 1800 -. 3310
DATE 07 CCT 74 TABLLATED SCURCE DATA, R.I. TWT 280 - IA69 PAGE 40
IA69 Ct T4 St P2 P7 WING IPPER SULFACE FESS. (RF3U 5) ( 16 APR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 S.FT. ) fRP = 979.0000 IN. BETA = .OW0 ELEVCN = *.O
LREF = 1290.3000 IN. YMWP = .0000 TNK BP RLMER = .00 SF8RKn = .0Y
EREF = 1290.303 IN. ZMRP = 400.0000 TMN W. EDFLAP = .)00
SCALE = .0150 SCALE
MAO- ( 1) = .220 ALPHA ( 1)= -4.150 RN/L = 7.200




.050 .2041 -. 0030
.150 .0300 -. 0853
.400 -. 2628 -. 3611
.725 .0401 -. 1710
.950 -. 0940 -. 1297
MAOi ( 1) = 1.220 ALA (2)= .080 RtWL = 7.200




.050 .0402 -. 0028
.150 . 30 -.2148
.400 -. 3557 -. 4790
.725 -. 0875 -. 4916
.950 -. 1048 -. 2043
MAC ( 1) 1.20 ALPHA (3) = 4.2l RNL = 7.200




.050 -.1594 -. 033
.150 .0 30 -. 3884
.400 -.4376 -. 6202
.725 -. 2220 -. 6185
.950 -.1294 -. 3196
DATE 07 CCT 74 TAB LAATED SCULCE DATA, R.I. TfW 280 - IA69 PACE 41
IA69 Ct T4 SI P2 P7 WING UPFER SURFACE FRESS. (RF3UJ6) ( 16 AFR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAPETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. )4RP = 979.0000 IN. BETA = -4.000 ELEVCN= .000
LREF = 1290.300( IN. YTP = .0000 TN BP RLODER = .000 SOERK = .L000
BREF = 1290.300 IN. ZMRP = 40a.0L] TN W. FLAP = .000
SCALE = .0150 SCALE
40AO-1 ( 1) = 1.215 ALFHA ( 1) = -4.00 RN/L = 7.200




.050 .2299 -. 0028
.150 .0000 -. 0970
.400 -. 3071 -. 3986
.725 .0115 -.4399
.950 -. 0493 -. 1615
MCO-t ( 1)= 1.215 ALPIA (2) = .150 fRNL = 7.200




.050 .0740 -. 00L26
.150 .0000 -. 2146
.400 -. 4126 -. 5096
.725 -. 1604 -. 5423
.950 -. 0542 -. 2063
MA04 (1) = 1.215 ALPHA (3) = 4.330 RN/L = 7.200




.050 -. 1147 -. 0028
.150 .0000 -. 3959
.400 -. 5467 -. 6432
.725 -. 2710 -. 6541
.950 -. 1103 -.2890
DATE 07 CCT 74 TABLLATED SCLRCE DATA, R.I. TWT 280 - IA69 PAGE 42
IA69 Cd TI Si P2 P6 WING LC.ER SL.FACE FPRESS. (RF3LOI) ( 16 AFI 74 )
REFURENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.00 S.T. P = 9.000 Q.FT  M)P  79. 0 IN. BETA = .000 ELEVCN = .00W
LREF = 1290.30 IN. YiP = .0000 TN BP RLM ER= .U0 SFD~iK = .000
OREF = 1290.3000 IN. ZRP = 400..OU TN WL BDFLAP = .0WJ
SCALE = .0150 SCALE
MAOC ( 1) = 1.078 ALFHA (1) = -4.230 RNWL = 7.400
SECTICN ( 1)LCER WING DEFEPENT VARIABLE CP
2Y/B .5340 .7800
X/C
.050 -.4902 -. 6885
.150 -.1885 -. 2005
.400 -;0093 -. 0172
.725 -.2997 -.2631
.950 -. 7686 -.5878
MAO- ( 1) = 1.078 ALPJA (2) = -. 030 RW#L = 7.400
SECTICN ( 1)LCWR WING CEFENENT VARIABLE CP
2Y/B .5340 .7800
X/C




.950 -.7781 -. 6028
MACH ( 1)= 1.078 ALWA ( 3) = 4.000 Rt-L = 7.400






.725 -.2880 -. 2728
.950 -.7756 -.6172
DATE 07 CCT 74 TABULATED SCIRCE DATA, R.I. TWT 280 - IA69 PAGE 43
IA69 CI Ti SI P2 P6 WING LCKR SU FACE FRESS. (RFS3LI)
MAOC ( 2)= 1.220 ALPHA ( 1)= -4.120 RN/L = 7.400
SECTICN ( 1)LCER WING DEPENENT VARIABLE CP
2Y/8 .5340 .7800
X/C
.050 -. 4071 -. 5181
.150 -.1238 -. 4067
.400 .0401 -.0748
.725 -.1250 -.0679
.950 -.5712 -. 3686
MACH ( 2)= 1.220 ALFHA (2)= .110 RN/L = 7.400
SECTICN ( 1)LC.ER WING DEFENWENT VARIABLE CP
2Y/8 .5340 .7800
X/C
.050 -. 0800 -.0751
.150 .0193 .0612
.400 .1727 .1915
.725 -.0893 -. 0803
.950 -.5449 -. 3823
MACH ( 2) = 1.220 AL-PHA ( 3) 4.200 RN/L = 7.400






.725 -. 1029 -. 0859
.950 -.5527 -.3969
DATE 07 CCT 74 TABLLATED SCURCE DATA, R.I. TWT 280 - IA69 FACE 44
IA69 C Ti Si P2 P6 WING LC6ER SLUFACE FRESS. (RF3LO2) ( 16 AR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PAF ETR IC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. )O-RP = 979.0000 IN. BETA = -4.0 ELEVCN = .000
LUEF = 1290.3000 IN. YtRP = .0000 TM BP RLDR = .000 S1FE)K = .000
BREF = 1290.3000 IN. ZMP = 400.0000 TN kL EDFLAP = .000
SCALE = .0150 SCALE
MACO ( 1)= 1.216 ALRHA ( ) -4.150 RN/L = 7.400
SECTICN ( 1)LCE WING DEFEOENT VARIABLE CP
2Y/B .5340 .7800
X/C
.050 -. 3842 -. 4749
.150 -. 0923 -. 3965
.400 .0607 .0546
.725 -. 0610 -. 0300
.950 -. 5308 -. 3380
MACH ( 1) 1.216 ALHA ( 2) = .050 RW/L = 7.400
SECTICN ( 1)LCR WING DEIFErENT VARIABLE CP
2Y/B .5340 .7800
X/C
.050 -. 0343 -. 0849
.150 .0552 .2617
.400 .3239 .2220
.725 -.0255 -. 0468
.950 -. 5119 -. 3543
MACH ( 1) = 1.216 ALPA ( 3)= 4.140 RNdvL = 7.400






.725 -.0299 -. 0529
.950 -.5188 -.3696
DATE 07 CCT 74 TABL.ATED SCARCE DATA, R.I. TWT 280 - IA69 PAGE 45
IA69 Cd TI SI P2 P6 WING LCER SLRFACE FRESS. (RF3L03) ( 16 APR 74 )
REFE ENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.00(L S.FT. XRP = 979.0000 IN. BETA = 4.000 ELEN = .000
LREF = 1290.3 00 IN. YMiP = .00 TNK BP RL ER .0M SFCOIK = .0L3
erEF = 1290.300 IN. ZWiP = 400.0000 TNK WL EFLAP = .000
SCALE = .0150 SCALE
MAGI ( 1) 1.216 ALPA ( 1) = -4.200 RN/L = 7.300
SECTICN ( I)LCWER WING DEFENENT VARIABLE CP
2Y/B .5340 .7800
X/C
.050 -. 2934 -.5567




MAOC ( 1) = 1.216 ALPHA 2) = .13 RWNL = 7.300






.725 -. 2452 -.1421
.950 -. 5473 -.4409
4ACH ( 1)= 1.216 ALHA ( 3)= 4.110 RN/L = 7.300








OATE 07 CCT 74 TABU.ATED SCURCE DATA, R.I. TW 280 - IA69 PAGE 46
IA69 Cd T4 S1 P2 P7 WING LCER SURFACE PRESS. (RF3L04) ( 16 AFR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SIREF = 2690.UY0 SQ.FT. )O-RP = 979.0000 IN. BETA = 4.000 ELE.CN = .000
LREF = 1290.30.J IN. YMP = .0000 TN SP riLCER = .01J SFRi~K = .000
UREF = 1290.300 IN. ZWiP = 400.0000 T( Wk EDFLAP = .000
SCALE = .0150 SCALE
MAO ( 1) = 1.215 ALFHA ( 1)= -4.210 RNL = 7.200
SECTICN ( 1)LCERT WING DEPENENT VARIABLE CP
2Y/8 .5340 .7800
X/C
.050 -. 2902 -.5553
.150 -. 0891 -. 1711
.400 -. 0054 -. 1223
.725 -.2857 -. 1440
.950 -. 4t34 -. 4345
M4AC ( 1)= 1.215 ALPHA (2)= .010 RNIL = 7.200
SECTICN ( 1)LC ER WING DE OCENT VARIABLE CP
2Y/B .5340 .7600
X/C




.950 -. 5456 -. 4392
MAO ( 1) = 1.215 ALFA ( 3)= 4.140 RN/L = 7.200






.725 -. 2295 -.1514
.950 -. 5506 -. 4531
DATE 07 CCT 74 TABULATED SCIRCE DATA, R.I. TWr 280 - IA69 PAGE 47
IA69 CA T4 S1 P2 P7 WING LC1ER SLRFACE PRESS. (RF3L5) ( 16 AFR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAkETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQFT. )URP = 979.0000 IN. BETA = .000 ELEVCN = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 IN. YMRP = .00D TNK BP RLD~ = .000 SFDRFK = .000
eREF = 1290.50W IN. ZMTP = 400.0000 TNK W.. DFLAP = .000
SCALE = .0150 SCALE
0CH (1 ) = 1.220 ALPHA ( 1) -4.150 RN/L = 7.20
SECTICN ( 1)LCER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
2Y/B .5340 .7800
X/C
.050 -. 4001 -.5121
.150 -. 1298 -. 4009
.400 .0471 -. 0593
.725 -. 1291 -. 0690
.950 -. 5725 -. 3680
m4A0 ( 1) = 1.220 ALFHA ( 2) = .080 RN/L = 7.200
SECTICN ( 1)LCIER WING DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
2Y/B .5340 .7800
X/C
.050 -. 0864 -. 0850
.150 .0193 .0730
.400 .1570 .1908
.725 -. 0909 -. 0785
.950 -. 5469 -. 3835
MACH ( 1) = 1.220 ALPA (3) = 4.200 RNVL = 7.200






.725 -. 1023 -. 0860
.950 -.5543 -.3978
DATE 07 CCT 74 TABLATED SCRCE DATA, R.I. TWT 280 - 14A69 PAGE 48
IA69 C T4 SI P2 P? WING LAER SLRFACE FRESS. (RF3L06) ( 16 AFR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAETRIC OATA
SREF = 2690.f00 SQ.FT. )Q 4P = 979.0000 IN. BETA = -4.000 ELECN = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 IN. YRP .P = U T RLDER = .000 SF)eK = .000
EiEF = 1290.3000 IN. ZMIP = 400.I.0000 TN W. DFLAP .000
SCALE = .0150 SCALE
MA04 ( 1) = 1.215 ALFA ( 1)= -4.030 RN/L = 7.200
SECTICN ( 1)LCER WING DEFENENT VARIABLE CP
2/B .5340 .7800
X/C
.050 -. 3734 -. 4671
.150 -. 0861 -. 3764
.400 .0997 .0893
.725 -. 0568 -. 0289
.950 -.5311 -.3407
MPA40 (1) = 1.215 ALA (2) = .150 RL = 7.200
SECTICN ( 1)LQCER WING DEFME VARIABLE CP
2Y/B .5340 .7800
X/C
.050 -. 0513 -. 0247
.150 .0540 .2509
.400 .3194 .2235
.725 -. 0271 -. 0485
.950 -.5151 -.3570
MA4Q ( 1) = 1.215 ALPHA (3) = 4.330 rdiL = 7.200
SECTICN ( 1)LCKER WING DEFEWENT VARIABLE CP






.950 -. 5202 -. 3701
NASA-MSFC-MAF
